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April 8, 2020
To the Honorable Wayne Christian – Chairman
To the Honorable Christy Craddick
To the Honorable Ryan Sitton
From: Alex M. Cranberg, Petroleum Engineer
8806 Harness Creek Ln
Houston, Texas 77024
512-550-6748
Representing: Assn. of Workers, Professionals and Wildcatters

I request that the Texas Railroad Commission prevent waste and thereby also lay the groundwork to support the
Trump administration’s ongoing oil trade negotiations.

The Texas Railroad Commission promptly should establish a mechanism for company-by-company market
prorationing. The purpose would be to facilitate international negotiations and to provide space in the Permian
marketplace. This would allow operators to choose which wells to curtail in order to maximize their wells’ value
and to prevent waste. The RRC could choose a percentage curtailment that operators above a certain size would
be required to produce within, for the Permian RRC districts. Other producing regions in Texas may also be
appropriate but the Permian is the most currently vulnerable locale.

I am a petroleum engineer, “wildcatter” and mineral owner in the Permian, but do not have a special interest in
pro-rationing since my production is very well hedged for several years. As a former Regent of the University of
Texas System and founding Chairman of the University Land Advisory Board, I am concerned about the impact of
this price collapse on education funding in Texas. But by far my biggest concern is for the livelihoods and wellbeing of the million of workers and professionals in our industry and in those many additional Texas industries
which benefit from a healthy oil industry. Accordingly I formed the Association of Workers, Professionals and
Wildcatters recently to provide a means by which ordinary folks could be informed and communicate their support
for modest government action to fend off the worst effects of the oil collapse.

The current collapse in oil demand is extraordinary. The general Covid economic collapse has stimulated
extraordinary short-term actions by government to save jobs and lives. The oil industry and Texas generally will
have a much longer and deeper depression if the Texas Railroad Commission does not offer the Trump
administration the necessary tools in its negotiations with other oil-producing nations. Texas leadership must
prevent the Texas Miracle from becoming a Texas disaster.

This is not the time to be doctrinaire about “free market” formulations in an international market which is
dominated by governments and in a local market which is virtually broken. The Commissioners can be part of
the solution, or like Herbert Hoover in a previous depression will become known as part of the problem if
international curtailment negotiations collapse. The declaration of martial law almost exactly 90 years ago in

1931 and the imposition of RRC allowables in East Texas ironically laid some foundation for future free market
prosperity in Texas, with reasonable but needed regulation. Fortunately we do not need martial law, or
imposition of allowables for years, but the world does need to make large supply cuts quickly until the effects of
the coronavirus demand slump wear off. If this doesn’t happen there will be an unprecedented lengthy and
deep impact on ordinary Texans’ lives and well-being. Our elected representatives will be held accountable if
they fail to act under these circumstances.

There are four major reasons why the TRRC should implement emergency market proration of allowables.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Jobs and income: There is a massive difference in revenue and employment for all companies, severance
taxes for the State and royalties for mineral owners between two scenarios: 0 wellhead pricing from filled
storage, and $15-20/bbl pricing from an allocated market with storage relief. The RRC can help mitigate
the worst effects through prompt action.
Local market conditions: Regional storage and transportation constraints are already forcing wellhead
prices to below operating breakeven costs. Infrastructure companies are discussing Force Majeure and
other actions as production surpluses build which would further destroy orderly market operations. The
result will be oil reservoir waste as companies are forced to shut in wells on a haphazard basis driven by
rapidly changing local conditions beyond the control of individual firms. Some types of wells will not
recover from being shut in, others will suffer lost reserves from suboptimal frac flowback, and yet other
wells will actually be worth more due to deferral of production to later, higher oil price points in the
futures “strip”. But operators may simply not be able to make these critical choices if there is not enough
physical capacity in the system. The RRC must take emergency action to prevent waste regardless of the
status of negotiated output cuts in the rest of the world.
Global market conditions: It is in Texas’ interest to shift as much COVID-19 related production curtailment
to other countries and to prevent wild price swings. US government may be able to make a better deal if
Texas and other states’ governments are in a position to support a negotiated global emergency
curtailment.
To promote competition: Far from being anti-competitive, market prorationing during a short emergency
time period would promote competitive forces. By preserving room for a longer time in critical
infrastructure such as pipelines and storage facilities Texas would avoid an excessive concentration of
ownership in its oil production and midstream businesses. The majors who control important midstream
and downstream assets could force out independents leaving the largest oilfield in the US in the hands of
international supermajors.

Thank you for your consideration of this submission,

Alex Cranberg
Administrator, Assn of Workers, Professionals and Wildcatters
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Allan P. Bloxsom, III
President

Fort Apache Energy, Inc.
161 Ranch Drive
Boerne, TX 78015
830.537.3680 ext 10
abloxsom@ftapache.com

Begin forwarded message:
From: Allan Bloxsom III <abloxsom@ftapache.com>
Date: April 6, 2020 at 8:58:58 AM CDT
To: "rebecca.elliott@wsj.com" <rebecca.elliott@wsj.com>
Cc: Allan Bloxsom III <abloxsom@ftapache.com>
Subject: Cut back of Texas Oil
Dear MS. Elliott,
The Oil Majors do not want a mandatory curtailment for two reasons.
First they own refineries of which they want all their production to be refined and
others to be curtailed. (Choke off the $ of your competitors)
Second and most important, this is a once and a 100 year event which will allow the
majors to buy up distressed companies or large acreage positions for very steep
discounts. The Big players that are not highly leveraged will be able to acquire reserves
way below their finding cost, which will shore up their bottom line when oil price
improves.
As I was told as a young man in the late 70’s , the Majors will make money either at the
well head or at the pump!
Unleaded has is selling at the rack for $.65, Texas & Fed. tax $.45, retail $1.74 math is
really simple!
Allan P. Bloxsom III
President
Fort. Apache Energy
BTW we have curtailed our production by 55% from 750bbl/d to 350bbl/d 10 days ago.
Sent from my iPad
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April 8, 2020
Chairman Wayne Christian
Commissioner Ryan Sitton
Commissioner Christi Craddick
Railroad Commission of Texas
1701 North Congress Avenue
Austin, TX 78711
c/o Callie Farrer, Commission Secretary
RRCconference@rrc.texas.gov; Callie.Farrar@rrc.texas.gov
RE: Docket # OG-20-00003167 Motion for Commission-called hearing on the verified complaints of Pioneer Natural
Resources U.S.A. Inc. and Parsley Energy Inc. to determine reasonable market demand for oil in the state of Texas
I DO WISH TO PROVIDE VERBAL TESTIMONY

Dear Chairman Christian and Commissioners Sitton and Craddick:
On behalf of the American Petroleum Institute (API),1 I appreciate the opportunity to testify before the
Railroad Commission of Texas (Commission) concerning requests by Pioneer Natural Resources U.S.A. Inc.
and Parsley Energy Inc. to determine reasonable market demand for oil in the state of Texas.
API opposes the proposal offered in the complaint at issue in today’s hearing. And, we strongly
recommend the Commission not intervene by making the existing regulatory framework, designed to
maximize production and protect correlative rights, more stringent to prorate oil production.
We remain confident that oil demand will be resilient once the effects of COVID-19 subside. Unfortunately,
the Commission has been asked to prorate supply (and potentially negotiate internationally) at a time when
there is maximum uncertainty in the current market and risks to market functions are the greatest.
As this testimony makes clear, there are several ways in which the market has responded flexibly and
appropriately so far to unprecedented market conditions. Specifically, recent U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) action is likely to provide some near-term relief that mitigates one of the main concerns in the
petitioners’ requests in this proceeding.2
The testimony also shows how proration in Texas would mainly affect the most efficient and economic oil
production; disproportionately harm producers in the Midland and Eagle Ford; and, potentially jeopardize
long-term oil well productivity in the state.
Furthermore, a Texas proration appears unlikely to improve market conditions – and could become a
precarious and slippery slope, as we have seen from other recent attempts to curtail production.
The United States needs Texas to be prepared to ramp back up quickly when COVID-19 subsides. The best
pathway for the Commission would be to seek targeted policy solutions that help backstop the industry,
1

API is the national trade association representing all aspects of America’s oil and natural gas industry. Our
620 corporate members - from large integrated oil and gas companies to small independent companies - comprise all segments of
the industry. API member companies are producers, refiners, suppliers, retailers, pipeline operators and marine transporters as
well as service and supply companies providing much of the nation’s energy.
2
https://www.energy.gov/articles/us-department-energy-make-strategic-petroleum-reserve-storage-capacity-available-struggling
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rather than impair its most productive contributors, and thereby send OPEC+ the message that U.S.
production led by Texas can and will endure.
Q: What are the positions of the parties in this proceeding?
A: In their complaints to the Commission, Pioneer Natural Resources (Pioneer) and Parsley Energy Inc.
(Parsley) requested the Commission exercise its statutory authority to prevent waste by prorating
production and thereby attempt to raise prices.3 However, in emphasizing low oil prices they expressed
different objectives.
Pioneer concluded crude oil production “will quickly overrun available storage capacity and drive oil prices
down to shut-in levels,” and they urged Commission intervention to ensure shut-ins would occur in an
“equitable and orderly manner.”4
By contrast, Parsley asserted oil prices have already fallen below their shut-in levels but urged the
Commission to “encourage our Federal government to coordinate with other governments to share the
pain of market collapse, and to give it the means to negotiate a better deal for the United States and
Texas.”5
To these points, while we recognize that storage capacity is a growing concern, it is not inevitable that
storage will become a binding constraint, as we will discuss in the next section.
Next, while oil prices falling below costs has been a rare and unfortunate occurrence, the Commission must
recognize efficient price signals are key to good investments throughout the economy, and even the bestintentioned efforts at government intervention cannot replicate competitive market outcomes.
In this case, asking the U.S. and Texas to participate in production quotas and distort oil markets is beyond
the Commission’s present-day purview and essentially requires structural changes to the U.S. oil industry
that harken to the perils of U.S. oil markets preceding and up to World War II, when proration policy was
“employed in a bewildering variety of ways” and became a norm reliant on central government planning.6
Q: What is the current state of U.S. and global oil markets?
A: Petroleum demand in the United States and globally has recently decreased due to measures to stem
coronavirus (COVID-19) transmission. Consequently, West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude oil spot prices
fell to $28.34 per barrel on April 3, compared with more than $61.00 per barrel at the beginning of 2020.
By API estimates and U.S. Energy Information (EIA) weekly data, total U.S. petroleum demand fell by 2.5
million barrels per day (mb/d) (11.9%) as of March 27, compared with February 2020 and was marked
by decreases for motor gasoline and jet fuel, but an increase for diesel.
The U.S. petroleum trade balance was balanced in February with net exports of 0.045 mb/d by API
estimates, but within this balance the U.S. imported 6.9 mb/d of crude oil in February.
U.S. refineries reduced their throughput in March, and inventories consequently remained near typical
levels of about one month of storage.

3

https://www.rrc.state.tx.us/oil-gas/
Pioneer Natural Resources comments of March 30, 2020.
5
Parsley Energy Inc. comments of March 30, 2020.
6
“Proration of Petroleum Production.” The Yale Law Journal, vol. 51, no. 4, 1942, pp. 608–628. JSTOR,
www.jstor.org/stable/792615. Accessed 5 Apr. 2020.
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The supply/demand balance also remains uncertain
but dominated by demand drivers
External global supply/demand and Brent price estimates as of March 2020
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Crude oil inventories rose to 469.2 million barrels (mbbls) as of March 27 per EIA, compared with 448
mbbls in February, which was still 12.9% below the maximum of the five-year range.
The U.S. sustained oil production of 13.0 mb/d that EIA currently projects to decline beginning in May
2020. U.S. supply therefore appears to be responding to market conditions with a lag, at the same time
as OPEC and Russia (OPEC+) announced oil supply increases.
Global oil demand remains uncertain. Official projections from early March suggested upwards of 3.0
mb/d of lower global oil demand in 2020. However, a range of projections by nine third-party sources
surveyed by API exceeded recent official estimates and suggested average demand decrease of about
8.0 mb/d in 2020.
The global oil supply/demand balance remains uncertain, but an attribution of changes suggests
demand is likely to have roughly five times the impact of supply, even though most policy-related
discussions have focused on measures concerning supply rather than demand.
Q: Is U.S. crude oil storage running out?
A: Although crude oil storage capacity has become of increasing industry concern, it is not inevitable that
storage will become a binding market constraint.
On April 2, 2020, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) solicited proposals to accept as much as 30,000,000
barrels of crude oil in Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) storage facilities, and they should have the ability
to add additional crude oil if needed.7 Additionally, there should be at least 70,000,000 barrels of
commercial storage available just to reach stock levels experienced over the past five years,8 for a total of
at least 100,000,000 barrels of additional storage capacity.

7

Department of Energy Strategic Petroleum Reserve Project Management Office letter dated April 2, 2020.
This is based on comparing EIA weekly crude oil stocks (469.2 million barrels as of March 27) with the maximum commercial crude
oil stored since 2015 (538.6 million barrels in March 2017, API Monthly Statistical Report), suggesting 69.4 million barrels of
remaining commercial crude oil storage (ex SPR).
8
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Consequently, at the U.S. crude oil storage accumulation rate experienced between February and March,
remaining constant and unabated by EIA-expected reductions in crude oil production beginning in May, U.S.
commercial and SPR storage available to private companies could accommodate upwards of another five of
stock building. With SPR storage being located at the end of the system, local bottlenecks may exist and
still result in some shut-ins.
Companies across the industry employ different business models and consequently may be impacted
differently by market disruptions. Through its actions, the Commission may intend to treat firms equally,
but we can see from history and even recent examples the adverse consequences of trying to do so.
Q: What has happened in recent attempts to raise market prices by curtailing production?
A: Alberta, Canada, and the state of Oklahoma offer recent examples.
The province of Alberta contributes more than 98% of Canada’s oil production, which grew by 8.9%
between 2017 and 2018.9 This rapid production growth occurred at the same time as Canada was unable
to expand or build new export pipelines and resulted in exceptionally low oil prices for Western Canadian
Select (WCS) heavy oil. WCS historically traded at prices about 20% below WTI but averaged nearly 50%
below WTI over the second half of 2018.10
Consequently, “to protect the value of our oil, the Government of Alberta temporarily limited production to
match export capacity to prevent Canadian crude from selling at large discounts.”11
Within two months, the curtailment raised the relative price of WCS to within 15% of WTI. However, it
turned out not to be temporary, remaining in effect almost a year and a half later, and has involved Alberta
dictating even larger curtailments. Despite increased curtailments, the WCS crude oil discount re-widened
to 33% below WTI in the fourth quarter of 2019 and grew to 75% below WTI at the end of March 2020. This
price differential was not only worse than before proration, it led to lost opportunities for new investment,
infrastructure expansions and economic growth over the period.
The Oklahoma Corporation Commission (OCC) announced that it would attempt to support prices by
prorating natural gas production from April 1 through September 30, 2020. During its proceedings, OCC
staff testified the proration would mainly be symbolic and unlikely to have a large impact on the state’s
9

https://www.cer-rec.gc.ca/nrg/sttstc/crdlndptrlmprdct/stt/stmtdprdctn-eng.html
Bloomberg. Western Canadian Select and West Texas Intermediate spot prices, 2008-2017
11
https://www.alberta.ca/oil-production-limit.aspx
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natural gas production. Natural gas spot prices at gas trading hubs across Oklahoma have generally not
risen in absolute or relative terms since the OCC decision was rendered on March 5.
Therefore, as the most recent examples prove, proration is either ineffective, or it actively sabotages the
economy.
Q: Would a proration of Texas oil production be discriminatory among producers?
A: Despite well-intentioned efforts by the Commission, proration would inevitably create winners, losers,
and outcomes that likely would be different from those produced by market-based forces. For example,
the Commission’s authority to limit production does not extend to marginal wells,12 yet, proration would
apply to the state’s largest and most productive fields.
Out of more than 170,000 producing wells in Texas, API compared oil production and allowables for the
11,467 Texas oil wells that produced at least 100 barrels per day as of March 2020, based on data from the
Commission and DrillingInfo. In total, these wells produced more than 3.6 mb/d of Texas’ 5.5 mb/d total as
of February, by EIA and API estimates. That is, less than 7% of producing wells in Texas accounted for
nearly two-thirds of Texas oil production.
Suppose a market demand factor was applied uniformly across wells. Of every 10% curtailment of wells
that produced at least 100 b/d, more than 75% of the curtailed oil volumes would come from wells that
produced at least 250 b/d. And among wells that produced at least 250 b/d, 80% of them already have oil
allowables that were limited to a potential test or by their past production in total to on average 78% of
their estimated potential.
Technology, innovation and pacesetting shale well productivity have been the foundation of Texas’ recent
growth and progress as well as U.S. energy leadership in global markets. And it is Texas’ most productive
wells that would be the most impacted by a uniformly lower market demand factor.
Q: Would proration on a field level advantage or disadvantage the Delaware, Midland or Eagle Ford
production areas differently?
A: Based on API’s review of well-level production data – and assuming field-level proration based on a
uniform reduction in the market demand factor – more than half of curtailments would occur in the
Midland basin and more than one-third in the Eagle Ford. Consequently, production areas would be
impacted differently.
Q: Could a proration by Texas have a measurable positive impact on global oil markets in the short-run
and long-run?
A: Policymakers are seeking to understand whether prorating oil production could influence prices – and
whether actions could help to stabilize markets without unintended consequences.
In theory, removing a barrel of oil supply from the global market could have a similar impact if it originates
in Texas or anywhere else in the world.

12
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In reality, OPEC and Russia have been unable to restrict production because of overproduction by Saudi
Arabia and Russia.13
Furthermore, OPEC and Russia are not the only oil producers increasing their output. EIA and others expect
increases this year and in 2021 from Brazil, Norway, Guyana and Argentina that together could easily offset
the impact of any proration in Texas.14
With the likelihood of poor compliance coupled with known sources of new growth, it seems unlikely that
even a large Texas proration could improve market conditions – and potentially would come at a large cost
to the state and its producers.
Moreover, the amount of a potential Texas proration would likely be less than the 3.0 mb/d that Saudi
Arabia announced that it alone would add to flood global markets by May 2020.15
Any attempt by Texas to prorate production and take on a portion of OPEC’s mission is therefore a
precarious and slippery slope that is unlikely to improve market conditions.
Q: What is the potential sensitivity of oil prices to changes in supply?
A: Assuming full OPEC+ compliance and expected growth from other non-OPEC sources, estimation of the
potential prospective impact of supply proration on prices would be confounded by structural market
changes that have occurred with the U.S. energy revolution, especially since 2015.
OPEC historically has been rewarded for reducing its output. Between 1990 and 2014, rising global oil
demand and limited non-OPEC supply growth resulted in relative scarcity and higher oil prices. Specifically,
a 1% reduction in OPEC supply corresponded on average with nearly 4% more gross oil revenues over this
period, according to API analysis of historical OPEC supply and revenues.
However, the U.S. energy revolution appears to have altered this relationship by increasing oil resources
and production more rapidly than global demand grew. In basic economics terms, the supply curve shifted
outward and flattened, enabling more global oil production for any given price level and increasing the
sensitivity of supply growth to oil prices.
Recently, however, COVID-19 has also lowered demand regardless of prices. As described in the
aforementioned market summary, we apparently observed some substitution of driving (gasoline) and
flying (jet fuel) in favor of shipping goods via freight transportation (diesel) between February and March.
Although we have reason to believe demand responsiveness will be resilient as the effects of COVID-19
subside, increased oil supply and responsiveness at relatively lower prices has been a structural
characteristic of the market for the past five years.
Consequently, there may be marginal benefits to OPEC but none for Texas proration.

13

https://www.usnews.com/news/business/articles/2019-12-05/opec-debates-deeper-production-cuts-to-push-up-oil-price

14

http://www.worldoil.com/magazine/2020/february-2020/special-focus/special-focus-2020-forecast-international-drilling-and-production

15

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-global-oil-saudi/saudi-arabia-plans-to-boost-oil-exports-to-106-million-bpd-from-may-idUSKBN21H1M4
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Q: Is Saudi Arabia more dependent on higher oil prices than is Texas?
A: If cost was measured solely at the wellhead, Saudi Arabia’s total production costs would generally be
lower than those in Texas. However, consider for the moment that OPEC nations including Saudi Arabia are
like conglomerates that serve multiple markets, some of which like their domestic energy tend to be
monopolies and others that remain subject to global competition.
Historically, OPEC enjoyed monopoly power in its global pricing, but in recent years has faced disruptive
technological changes with the U.S. energy revolution. Global oil market competition has increased
competition such that cross-subsidizing low prices for other segments – in-country public services, energy
and development – has become infeasible without national government borrowing.
While Saudi Arabia has very low oil lifting costs, the fact remains that Saudi Arabia requires oil prices near
$80 per barrel to balance its national budget.16 As of mid-March, Saudi Arabia was estimated to run a $61
billion (6.4% of GDP) budget deficit in 2020.17 Consequently, Saudi Arabia has effectively used international
debt to provide the liquidity needed to execute its oil market strategy.18
By contrast, Texas is a low-cost producer comprising thousands of independent entities that must adapt to
changing market conditions on the strength of their own balance sheets.
From this perspective, OPEC’s request of Texas to prorate production so it can cross-subsidize its public
services and development is inconsistent with how market competition generally works.
Q: Would and should proration of Texas oil production “help get an international deal done”?
A: Much of what has played out recently in global oil markets reflects game theory. Oil prices have
responded as much to uncertainty and announced changes as they have to actual data. OPEC has proposed
cutting a deal with a sense of urgency in part because its leverage may evaporate as soon as COVID-19
subsides.
API supports market principles and competitive outcomes – and we are not asking for bailouts of any sort.
We also recognize the effects of an unprecedented global public health crisis have been compounded by
nation-state actions, but demand-side factors are the main driver.
For these reasons, it makes the most sense to target policies first and foremost as restoring economic
activities, followed by targeted solutions that could help U.S. producers manage to survive a difficult period.
Mandating supply proration would reward bad behavior by OPEC+ and would not be a viable long-term
solution.
Q: Is there technical evidence that shutting in unconventional oil wells could permanently impair their
productivity?
A: We generally have not experienced extended shut-ins or choking of wells since the U.S. energy
revolution, so little appears in the refereed literature about the effects on well productivity, but as a
threshold matter this is something the Commission should endeavor to understand and take into
consideration before taking the traumatic step of statewide proration via a uniform market demand factor.

16

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-opec-oil-policies/russia-vs-saudi-how-much-pain-can-they-take-in-oil-price-war-idUSKBN20W21S

17

https://www.arabianbusiness.com/politics-economics/443369-saudi-arabias-budget-deficit-forecast-to-widen-to-61bn-on-virus-oil-rout

18

https://www.reuters.com/article/saudi-bonds/update-3-saudi-arabia-raises-5-bln-as-bond-investors-brush-off-gulf-jitters-idUSL8N29Q0GV
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As former University of Texas coach Darrell Royal famously said, “Three things can happen when you throw
the ball, and two of them are bad.” Significantly choking or shutting in a well can introduce uncertainty
about potential liquids accumulation in low-lying areas of long horizontal wellbores, water incursion or loss
of permeability in the formation – which could permanently reduce well productivity.
API urges the Commission to thoroughly analyze future technical constraints on production that could arise
from significant proration of unconventional fracture treated fields.
Q: Could a national proration movement be enforced by the states?
A: A national proration movement could not be enforced. Most states lack the legal authority and
regulatory infrastructure to do so, and there is no mechanism for states to coordinate even if all producing
states could impose proration.
Oil markets 90 to 100 years ago differ tremendously from those of present day in their size, integration,
intertwined supply chains, and real-time trade and financial instruments. However, even a relatively simple
market structure in the late 1920s through World War II demonstrated how difficult it is to coordinate U.S.
production.
At that time, the Interstate Oil and Compact Division (a voluntary cooperative committee of representatives
from producing states) managed state-level proration based on monthly crude oil and refined product
forecasts from the U.S. Bureau of Mines.19 Additionally, in the 1930s, it required martial law as an
instrument of economic regulation to enforce.
To be clear, the U.S. will invariably have a role in oil market rebalancing, but it should play out based on
market forces that by their nature can provide positive incentives for efficient outcomes.
Q: Why is the market a better arbiter of production levels than government actions?
A: Markets tend to allocate resources efficiently in response to efficient price signals, and proration
unfortunately would not apply to the smallest fields and would tend to curtail the largest and most efficient
wells, basins and producers.
Texas has earned its position in the global marketplace through leading innovation and productivity gains,
and proration that spreads the proverbial pain differently than a competitive market outcome will
invariably make Texas less globally competitive.
To summarize my testimony:
We remain confident oil demand will be resilient once the effects of COVID-19 subside, and the
Commission has been asked to prorate supply (and potentially negotiate internationally) when there is
maximum uncertainty in the market.
We have evidenced myriad ways the market is responding to these unprecedented market conditions,
and this hearing is one of many actions focused on supply-driven factors, when the market’s current
imbalance mainly concerns demand.
The supply side of the market is responding appropriately, and this is how well-functioning markets
should work.
With recent DOE action to augment available crude oil storage, there should be enough capacity for
roughly five months at existing crude oil production levels that EIA expects will begin to drop by May.
19

“Proration of Petroleum Production.” The Yale Law Journal, vol. 51, no. 4, 1942, pp. 608–628. JSTOR,
www.jstor.org/stable/792615. Accessed 5 Apr. 2020.
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Proration would affect the most efficient and economic Texas oil production – and disproportionately
harm producers in the Midland and Eagle Ford – as well as potentially jeopardize long-term well
productivity in the state.
Ultimately, an attempt by Texas to prorate production is unlikely to improve market conditions and
could become a precarious and slippery slope, as the example of Alberta evidences.
API appreciates the opportunity to provide this testimony and looks forward to working collaboratively to
help address Texas’ challenges. Should you have any additional questions, please contact me at (202) 6828530.
Sincerely,

R. Dean Foreman
R. Dean Foreman, Ph.D.
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April 8, 2020
Via E-Filing
Chairman Wayne Christian
Commissioner Christi Craddick
Commissioner Ryan Sitton
Railroad Commission of Texas
1701 N. Congress Avenue
Austin, Texas 78701
RRCconference@rrc.texas.gov
Re: Motion for Commission Called Hearing on the Verified Complaint of Pioneer Natural
Resources U.S.A., Inc. (“Pioneer”) and Parsley Energy, Inc. (“Parsley”) to Determine Reasonable
Market Demand for Oil in the State of Texas
Dear Chairman Christian and Commissioners Craddick and Sitton,
I am the President and Co-Founder of BĀSA Resources, Inc. (“BĀSA”), a position in which I have
served since the company’s inception in 1989. BĀSA is a private Texas oil and gas production company
and ranks among the top 50 private oil producers in the United States. Over the last 31 years, BĀSA has
grown from relative obscurity to a company that is now highly regarded in the industry as one of the elite
operators of oil and gas properties, currently owning and operating more than 6,300 wells in this great State
of Texas.
I am respectfully submitting comments in support of Pioneer and Parsley’s verified complaint
pursuant to Texas Natural Resources Code (“TNRC”) §85.049 requesting that the Railroad Commission of
Texas (“Commission”) conduct a hearing to determine whether the waste of oil and gas is taking place in
Texas or is reasonably imminent and, if so, then to furthermore adopt any rule or order to correct, prevent,
or lessen the waste pursuant to TNRC §§85.042(b) and 85.051.
As you are aware, the Commission’s powers in general are extremely broad; however, its statutory
authority to prevent waste is almost unlimited and such authority has been vested for nearly a century. In
fact, the statutory framework for oil conservation in Chapter 85 of the TNRC was promulgated in as early
as 1929. TNRC §85.045 declares that “[t]he production, storage, or transportation of oil or gas in a manner,
in an amount, or under conditions that constitute waste is unlawful and is prohibited.” Moreover, TNRC
§85.046(a)(10) states that the term “waste” specifically includes “production of oil in excess of
transportation or market facilities or reasonable market demand, and the commission may determine when
excess production exists or is imminent and ascertain the reasonable market demand.”
As the largest producer of oil in the historic East Texas Oil Field (“ETOF”), BĀSA understands
the rationale behind proration. We also note the Commission’s previous implementation and effective use
of proration as a vital mechanism to prevent waste and preserve the ETOF. Importantly, this industry has
a long-established regulatory history of these rules and their effective application in Texas. These rules
were created to protect this great industry, the jobs and benefits it creates and the natural resources we all
produce during critical and unprecedented times. Undoubtedly, we are in the midst of both critical and
unprecedented times. It is our belief, however, that what this industry is currently experiencing, is an even
more critical time than ever before.
14875 Landmark Boulevard • Fourth Floor • Dallas, Texas 75254
Main (214) 559-4200 • Facsimile (214) 528-1988
www.basaresources.com
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Dr. Benjamin Zycher
Resident scholar, American Enterprise Institute

April 6, 2020

Email: benjamin.zycher@aei.org
15310 Sandridge Road
Long Beach, WA 98631-6311
360-665-2617
Representing only myself; the views expressed here and in the attached column do not purport to represent
those of the American Enterprise Institute or of any of its officers or sponsors.
By email: RRCconference@rrc.texas.gov
To the Railroad Commission of Texas:
Re: Motion for Commission Called Hearing on the Verified Complaint of Pioneer Natural Resources U.S.A.
Inc. and Parsley Energy Inc. to Determine Reasonable Market Demand for Oil in the State of Texas
Dear Commissioners:
My name is Benjamin Zycher; I am the senior economic and policy staff member for energy and
environmental policy analysis at the American Enterprise Institute. I wrote recently a column, published on
National Review Online on March 30, 2020, in opposition to official intervention in market production
outcomes for crude oil, and with respect to such market outcomes in other energy subsectors. It can be
found at https://www.nationalreview.com/2020/03/crude-oil-market-fixing-bad-idea/.
There is no question that current market conditions have created an exceptionally difficult
economic environment for oil producers both generally and in Texas; but the reasons that intervention
would be very unwise remain powerful. In summary:
•

•

A production cut mandated by the Railroad Commission of Texas (hereafter “Commission”) would
represent an explicit official cartelization of the Texas crude oil sector, eliciting increased
production by domestic producers outside Texas and perhaps outside the U.S. as well, a selfdefeating outcome.
The recent experience with a similar policy in Alberta, Canada does not bode well for the success
of a similar policy in Texas.

• 1789 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036 • 202-862-5800 • www.aei.org •

•

•

•

•

Coordination of a production cut with foreign governments would be very difficult to enforce, as
the tools with which price shaving and unannounced production increases---“cheating”---can be
effected are numerous.
A production cut mandated by the Commission inevitably will support less-efficient producers at
the expense of those more efficient, with adverse consequences for the efficiency of the Texas
crude oil sector over the longer term.
The allocation of production cuts across producers cannot avoid the introduction of factors and
criteria heavily political in nature, again with adverse consequences for the efficiency of the Texas
crude oil sector over the longer term.
Moreover, with such a market intervention intended to alleviate an immediate economic problem,
however severe, it will become much more difficult for supporters of the market allocation of
resources to argue against such interventions in the future, whether in domestic or international
contexts, and this difficulty will extend far beyond the narrow boundaries of the crude oil sector.

Thank you for this opportunity to offer my views on this important topic. I would be very pleased
to participate by remote means in the Commission hearing to be held on April 14.

Sincerely,
Benjamin Zycher
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Response to Scott Sheffield
Scott; You are wishing upon a star if you think President Trump will take any action or have any
conversations with Saudi Arabia to get them to reduce oil production and thereby raise crude oil prices. I
have been an independent oil operator here in Midland for 40 years now. I have been through every
downturn starting with the one in 1986. I was here when it was Parker and Parsley and have watched
you grow the company into the Pioneer Natural Resources of today. But that growth is part of the
problem. You can blame the Saudis all you want, but then you have to look in the mirror. The explosive
growth of oil production through horizontal wells is the reason the Saudis took action to abandon their
OPEC+ quotas. Oil production in the Texas Permian Basin went from 710,480 bbl per day in 2008 up to
1,406,859 bbl per day in 2015. It doubled in 8 years. Then it doubled again in only 4 years rising to
2,733,079 bbl per day in 2019
And while we were doubling production, leading our country to Energy Independence, and
exporting crude oil, the Saudis were reducing production to maintain oil prices. We sold more and more
oil at a good price. They sold less and less oil at that same price. They may say whatever they want
about fighting with Russia for market share, but it is us in the Permian Basin they want to shut down. As
you stated, U S production is up 4 million bbl per day in the last four years. The IEA had projected that
production worldwide would increase by 5.9 million bbl per day from 2020 through 2025. Included in
their projection was an increase of 4.5 million bbl per day from non-OPEC sources, us, the Permian
Basin. We still have 382 rigs actively drilling in the Basin according to Baker-Hughes. Pioneer has filed 21
new horizontal drilling permits in just the last 2 weeks. That's your plan? Keep on drilling and drilling
with no responsibility at all to limit production? Pioneer produced an average of 211,000 bbl per day in
2019 and had projected, in the March Investor Presentation, to reach 245,000 bbl per day in 2020 for a
16% increase. And that's just Pioneer. Consider adding in the increases from all the other companies
completing horizontal wells. The Permian Basin needs to stop drilling, and reduce production from
existing wells. Or, reduce drilling and really, really reduce production. That will be tough on the service
sector of our business, but it will be resolved quicker than having WTI below $20 a bbl till the end of the
year.
In either case, we must limit production. The only way for the price to go up, is for production to
go down. The Saudis have announced plans to sell oil from their storage reserves to maintain the
current sales volume through the end of the year. Pioneer wisely has 54% of your oil production hedged
at a $62 Brent price. My production volume is too small to hedge so I, like so many other small
independents, am getting WTI posted which is below $20 a barrel. The Texas Railroad Commission was
tasked early on with "conserving oil and gas and preventing waste". They did it with the help of the
Texas Rangers in the East Texas Field when oil prices fell from a dollar a barrel to ten cents. Prorated
allowables were in place until 1974, just before you and I started working Scott. The Railroad
commission can, and should establish prorated allowables to reduce the excess production Texas has
generated. Why are these new horizontal wells allowed to produce 1,000 2,000 or even 3,000 bbl of oil
a day while flaring tens of thousands of MCFs of gas. I am glad to know that Pioneer flares less than 1%
of their gas. But, that's not the case in the Delaware Basin. The night sky from Kermit to Orla is brightly
lit with flares all over. Flaring is wasting, and the Railroad Commission is charged with preventing waste.
Even with the new pipelines installed at Waha there is still excess gas being flared. Gas is being wasted
so oil can be produced.
You mentioned that 13 Senators have contacted the Saudi Ambassador and Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo has spoken to the Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia. Don't expect any reduction to come from
those contacts. President Trump has stated on national television that "the move by the Saudis was a
great thing. Cheaper gasoline for Americans is like a tax break. It will leave money in their pockets to
spend into our economy". Don't expect any help from President Trump. He wants to keep gasoline
cheap for the consumer until election time. And that’s a long way off for us at $20 oil. I have contacted

my 2 Senators, my Congressman, my State Representative, the Chairman of the Railroad Commission,
our Governor, and the President of the PBPA. I have not received a single response, but I encourage
others to make similar contacts. Either pro or con, let your opinions be known. One of the Railroad
Commissioners expressed concern that under prorated allowables in Texas, other states could still
produce all out and benefit from higher prices while we curbed production. Duh, We were producing all
out while the Saudis curbed production. Allowables, set by the Texas Railroad Commission will be the
cure for low oil prices. But the State of Texas will have to act alone. We did so in the past. One of the
Railroad Commissioners has supposedly been invited to attend the OPEC+ meeting in June. This would
be a great opportunity to tell them of the plans Texas has for reducing production (if we have any).
There have been suggestions that if Russia will cut production by 10%, and the Saudis cut by 10%, we
would cut our production by 10% also.
Any such Agreement would be a violation of Federal Law. The Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1890 is
a Federal Law prohibiting any contract, trust, or conspiracy associated with cartels or oppressive
monopolies in restraint of interstate or foreign trade. One of the Acts' main provisions "outlaws all
agreements that restrain trade between States or with Foreign Nations to fix prices, limit industrial
output, share markets, or exclude competition". So, if we agree with a Foreign Nation to collectively
reduce oil production to increase prices, every other state in the US could sue the State of Texas for the
resulting increase in the price of gasoline. And the Sherman Anti-Trust Act provides for treble damages.
Any action taken by the Texas Railroad Commission will have to be independent of any other Nation or
State. But action must be taken. Prices are going to go even lower in the near term if nothing is done.
The reduction in commerce nationwide as a result of the COVID-19 virus has reduced consumption of
refined products, mainly gasoline. Employees are not going to work. Customers are not going shopping.
Metropolitan areas are on complete lockdown. The gas stations will sell less gas. The refineries will
reduce output, and their storage will fill up. The pipelines won't have any capacity to transport crude.
Storage at Cushing and elsewhere will fill up, and we won't be able to sell crude oil at any price. Pioneer
has a contract for firm takeaways, where a pipeline has guaranteed to take delivery of a certain volume
of crude oil daily from them. But that contract will fall under Force Majeure and you will not be able to
deliver that volume of crude. None of us will be able to move any crude oil at some point until the virus
abates and commerce returns to normal.
I agree, the Railroad Commission should have someone attend the OPEC+ meetings, if invited.
Not with an intent to construct deals or production quotas, but to keep abreast of each Countries plans,
problems, and successes. If we are going to be the world's largest producer, we need to be meeting with
the other large producers. The quickest cure for low oil prices isn't going to be cuts by Saudi Arabia. It
will have to be prorated allowables set by the Texas Railroad Commission. And Texas will have to go it
alone. We've done it before, we can do it again
Bill D. Graham
President
Incline Energy, Inc.
Midland, Texas
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-----Original Message----From: Bill Savage <bsavage@amtexenergy.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 8, 2020 3:31 PM
To: Wayne Christian <wayne.christian@rrc.texas.gov>; Christi Craddick <Christi.Craddick@rrc.texas.gov>; Ryan
Sitton <ryan.sitton@rrc.texas.gov>
Cc: Callie Farrar <callie.farrar@rrc.texas.gov>; 'David Smith' <dhsmith@dgclaw.com>
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Pioneer Letter.pdf
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open
attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a
malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward
the email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk
Dear Commissioners:
        I am in complete agreement with my fellow independent oil and gas producers, regarding this attached letter!
In addition, to what this letter calls for, my previous email request, 04-02-20, for invoking the "NO FLARE RULE",
is also an essential part of the necessary action in order to reduce the overproduction of Crude Oil in Texas!
Therefore, are the Texas Railroad Commissioners now taking action in order to implement the NO FLARE RULE,
because this initiative is needed very urgently?
Regards,
William J. Savage
Owner of Amtex Energy, Inc.
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TO:
RE:
FROM:
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Railroad Commission of Texas
Submission for 04/14/2020 Meeting
Bryan Riley
Director, National Taxpayer Union Free Trade Initiative
122 C St. NW, Ste. 650
Washington, DC 20001
703.683.5700
National Taxpayers Union
04/08/2020

Via email: RRCconference@rrc.texas.gov
Thank you for the opportunity for the National Taxpayers Union (NTU) to submit written
comments on possible energy production controls. NTU is a non-partisan citizen group founded
in 1969 to work for less burdensome taxes, more efficient, accountable government, and
stronger rights for all taxpayers. Every one of our fifty years of existence has prioritized policies
to lessen burdensome taxation, streamline inefficiencies in government, promote private
markets, and so much more.
As you are well aware, oil prices have declined dramatically as a result of the global COVID-19
pandemic and tensions between Russia and Saudi Arabia. NTU believes it would be
inappropriate for Texas or the federal government to respond by intervening in the market to
restrict energy production.
Whether from the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) or state regulators,
production controls empower central planners to pick winners and losers. For example, boosting
prices benefits some producers, but only at the expense of energy consumers. But it’s not just
about producers versus consumers. Excessive government interference can also allow
regulators to pick winners and losers within the energy industry.
As energy prices fluctuate, there is no doubt that low prices may cause producers to suffer, just
as high prices enable them to prosper. The government should be cautious about intervening in
either circumstance because prices are deemed to be “too high” or “too low.” Such interventions
can lead to long-term economic costs.
Along with all other Americans, NTU hopes the pandemic is quickly resolved and our economy
regains its footing, along with the economies of our trading partners across the globe. Similarly,
we can hope for a resolution between Saudi Arabia and Russia as those countries feel the pain
of lower oil prices. In the meantime, we caution against short-term solutions, such as production
limits. As the world returns to normal following the current pandemic, the U.S. economy,
including the energy industry, will best be served if the United States remains a leader in
promoting economic freedom and property rights,

Submitted by Email: rrcconference@rrc.texas.gov
04/08/2020

Dear Chairman Christian, Commissioner Craddick, and Commissioner Sitton:
As far back as 1776, Adam Smith, considered the inventor of modern free-market
economics1, eloquently captured the enduring value of the independent free market.
“If any branch of trade, or any division of labour, be advantageous to the public,” Smith
wrote2 in his seminal The Wealth of Nations, “the freer and more general the
competition, it will always be the more so.”
Smith may have used the vernacular of his era, but his words apply all the same to
what’s happening now in the Texas oil markets. The Russian-Saudi price war,
exacerbated by the growing coronavirus pandemic, has led some to call for mandatory
production quotas in the great state of Texas.
With locations in Houston, Odessa, Crystal City, & Falfurrias, I write to express my
strong opposition to this well-intentioned but misguided proposal. The Commission
should reject it – and stick with the free market principles that have served America well
since the founding of our republic. I would be happy to provide live testimony about this
vitally important issue, if the Commission so desires.
As The Wall Street Journal recently wrote, production quotas in Texas are an
“especially bad idea3.” The implementation of quotas would be a panicky response to
the global pandemic, an effort to use the crisis to promote bad policy.
The United States has a long history of championing free markets, which is why our
energy industry is competitive worldwide. The last thing we should do is abandon those
principles now.
Any government-imposed limits on production would do more harm than good, both
nationally and in Texas.
1

https://www.investors.com/news/management/leaders-and-success/adam-smith-wrote-first-bestseller-oncapitalism/
2
https://www.adamsmith.org/adam-smith-quotes
3
https://www.wsj.com/articles/pain-in-the-oil-patch-11585697357
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Though the broader U.S. energy market is now facing uncertainty, the long-term outlook
remains strong. As I wrote recently in Forbes4, the United States “is now the world’s
largest oil producer5, responsible for about 40 percent of global oil production.” In
March, our nation was still pumping 13 million barrels a day, about 50 percent more
than in 20166 and 150 percent more than in 2011.
Our domestic producers are resilient, and they plan for the long term. Imposing a
production or export quota on Texas crude would only penalize the most efficient and
lowest-cost producers while propping up less efficient companies. It would essentially
lead to a cartelization of the Texas oil market, a quota system that would make it more
difficult for the United States to criticize OPEC for employing similar tactics. We do not
want to be like OPEC, do we?
As we know from long experience, governments do not always make good economic
decisions, especially in the energy markets. Earlier price control programs, for example,
created natural gas shortages in the 1970s, causing many businesses in the Midwest to
close because they could not run their facilities.
Imposing the dictates of government over free-market principles is also not the Texas
way. The oil industry already employs more than 360,000 people in the state, a market
dominance expected to only grow with the recent discovery in West Texas7 that will
provide between 46 billion and 230 million barrels of new oil.
Mandatory production cuts would only disrupt this progress, ultimately hurting refiners
and consumers and costing Texas jobs. My company, Canary, LLC, which maintains
oilfield service operations in Houston, Odessa, Crystal City, and Falfurrias would be one
of many adversely affected.
It’s little wonder, then, that the Texas Oil & Gas Association has come out strongly
against production limits. “Recent suggestions that Texas should impose mandatory
limits on the production of oil and gas in the state in an effort to stabilize the current
market turmoil will likely result in other producers replacing curtailed Texas volumes.”
the association said in a statement.8 “TXOGA members remain committed to
4

https://www.forbes.com/sites/daneberhart/2020/03/23/economic-crisis-is-no-reason-to-push-bad-policy-o
n-the-oil-sector/#54bcc6e812dd
5
https://www.forbes.com/sites/daneberhart/2020/03/23/economic-crisis-is-no-reason-to-push-bad-policy-o
n-the-oil-sector/?_sm_au_=iVVnH0P6F6qs8vq701TfKK3Qv3fc4#42d3dc612dd7
6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/pain-in-the-oil-patch-11585697357
7
https://www.forbes.com/sites/daneberhart/2020/03/23/economic-crisis-is-no-reason-to-push-bad-policy-o
n-the-oil-sector/?_sm_au_=iVVnH0P6F6qs8vq701TfKK3Qv3fc4#42d3dc612dd7
8
https://www.txoga.org/txoga-statement-on-proration/
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free-market solutions.” That’s the very industry the Commission regulates telling it to
stay the course.
I have no doubt that Commissioner Ryan Sitton and others advocating for production
limits have good intentions and want to help stem the current market turmoil.
However, I suggest that the Commission take a different approach: trust in Texas. We
should not let this short-term time of difficulty, create long-term problems. We should
place our faith in the free market. That’s what Adam Smith would do.

Regards,

Dan K. Eberhart
CEO
303.309.1185
deberhart@canaryUSA.com
Enclosure:
https://www.forbes.com/sites/daneberhart/2020/03/23/economic-crisis-is-no-reason-to-p
ush-bad-policy-on-the-oil-sector/#54bcc6e812dd
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Economic Crisis Is No Reason To
Push Bad Policy On The Oil Sector
Dan Eberhart Contributor
Energy
Dan Eberhart is CEO of Canary, LLC.

The growing Covid-19 crisis is going to have a significant impact across every sector of
the economy, including the oil sector. Government officials shouldn’t use a crisis to
promote bad policy ideas, though.
That is what’s happening in Texas where Ryan Sitton, one of three members of the
Railroad Commission of Texas, which regulates the state’s oil industry, has called for
Texas to impose production limits, a drastic move that hasn’t been employed since
1973.
The Commission appears to be taking the possibility of ordering oil production cuts
seriously. Commissioner Sitton has even been invited to address OPEC at its June
meeting in Vienna.
Why cut Texas oil production? Sitton is concerned, as many are, about Russia’s
decision to break ties with Saudi Arabia and that country’s decision to maximize its
own oil output. Saudi Arabia’s move has sent oil prices into a nosedive, recently
reaching their lowest level since the 1991 Gulf War.
Today In: Energy

Sitton isn’t the only one hitting the panic button about oil prices. In Washington, D.C.,
Senators Jim Inhofe of Oklahoma and Roger Wicker of Mississippi are leading a push
to impose new tariffs on Saudi oil imports.

To be sure, oil prices in the $20 range are bad news for domestic producers. But no
one wins if we limit American oil production or plunge ourselves into a price war. The
better solution? Stay the course and trust in America’s vast supplies to dominate the
market.
The United States is now the world’s largest oil producer, responsible for about 40
percent of global oil production. That dominance is only going to grow as an oil
discovery in West Texas will provide between 46 billion and 230 billion barrels of new
oil. This new find, the largest in history, will keep the United States on the path to
dominate oil markets and add to an industry that employs more than 360,000 people
in Texas alone.
The oil industry largely opposes Sitton’s proposal, as well as congressional calls for
tariffs. The reason? While the Russia-Saudi oil war is creating problems in the short
term, the long-term outlook for the U.S. oil industry is robust. Moreover, the oil
industry has, for decades, demonstrated its ability to weather uncertain markets
without resorting to trying to manage the market.
Thankfully, the message from Railroad Commission Chairman Wayne Christian last
week was that the state should stay the current course. He noted that Texas doesn’t
operate in a vacuum and that curtailment of production in Texas is no guarantee that
other nations or states would follow suit. The chairman pointed out that free-market
principles are the best approach and that lawmakers should avoid tariffs or
production limits to support prices artificially.
The United States has a long history of championing free markets, one reason the
American oil industry is globally competitive. Cutting back American oil production
or imposing tariffs would ultimately hurt U.S. refiners and consumers and cost jobs in
places like Texas. Production quotas in Texas would hurt the state’s most efficient
producers, raise prices for customers, and make it more difficult for the U.S. to
criticize OPEC in the future.
The reality is that America’s new oil dominance has threatened the oil powers of the

past, including Russia and Saudi Arabia. It’s a significant reason why they decided to
flood the market with oil right now. By doing so, they hope to put a dagger in the heart
of American shale producers and challenge the new paradigm of U.S. oil leadership. If
we give in to bullying by these nations by cutting our oil production, we send the
signal that they are winning the price war.
We won’t help the oil industry rebound by trying to game the market. These are tough
times, but hasty policy decisions will only make them worse. We should be trying to
grow America's share of the global market rather than shrinking it. Protectionist trade
measures aren’t the answer either.
The winning path is to face this challenge head-on, trusting the fundamentals of an
American oil market poised for growing production. Hasty reactions, including
import tariffs and production cuts, only create collateral damage for U.S. companies
and consumers.
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producers on this matter.
Sincerely,
Carl Beach
Leverage Operating, LLC
24165 I H 10 West, Suite 217
San Antonio, TX 78257
210 262-7420
Sent from Mail for Windows 10

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Haley Cochran
Travis McCormick; Jeremy Hagen; Bill Black; Jason Modglin; Jared Craighead; Bryan Preston; Wei Wang; Alex
Schoch; Danny Sorrells
Kellie Martinec
FW: Comments for April 14, 2020 Meeting of the Texas RRC
Wednesday, April 8, 2020 5:42:22 PM
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From: Chris Cooper <ccooper@oilfieldwaterlogistics.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 8, 2020 4:59 PM
To: RRC Conference <RRCConference@rrc.texas.gov>
Subject: Comments for April 14, 2020 Meeting of the Texas RRC

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do
NOT click links or open attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the
message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a malicious and/or phishing email, please
contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the email, click on
any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk
Dear Commissioners:
My name is Chris Cooper and I am Chief Executive Officer of Oilfield Water Logistics, a Texas-based
water midstream company serving the oil and gas industry in our great state. Our address is 8201
Preston Road, Suite 520 in Dallas, Texas, and I am writing on behalf of myself and our company.
I wish to express our belief that government-mandated restriction in oil production is not in the best
interest of the industry or our country. We believe in free markets, and while sometimes painful,
they create opportunity and efficiency. This is the American way and we are the most prosperous
country in the world. They also spark unique American ingenuity and in tough times like these, our
best ideas are born. Finally, with government-restricted production we fall into the same bucket as
OPEC+ and lose a distinct competitive advantage in the world market. If anything should be
considered it should be anti-dumping import restrictions.
Thank you for your time and the great work you do for Texas.
Best regards,
Chris Cooper
CEO

8201 Preston Road, Suite 520
Dallas, Texas 75225
214.206.3926 | direct
214.289.7766 | mobile

214.292.2021 | fax
ccooper@oilfieldwaterlogistics.com

Cimarex Energy Co.

Thomas E. Jorden

1700 Lincoln Street

Chairman, CEO and President

Suite 3700

DIRECT: 303.285.4911

Denver, Colorado 80203-4553

tjorden@cimarex.com

PHONE 303.295.3995
FAX 303.569.7441

April 8, 2020
VIA EMAIL RRCconference@rrc.texas.gov
Chairman Wayne Christian
Commissioner Ryan Sitton
Commissioner Christi Craddick
Railroad Commission of Texas
1701 North Congress Avenue
Austin, Texas 78711
c/o Callie Farrar, Commission Secretary
Callie.Farrar@rrc.texas.gov
Re: MOTION FOR COMMISSION CALLED HEARING ON THE VERIFIED COMPLAINT OF PIONEER
NATURAL RESOURCES U.S.A. INC. AND PARSLEY ENERGY INC. TO DETERMINE REASONABLE
MARKET DEMAND FOR OIL IN THE STATE OF TEXAS
Dear Chairman Christian and Commissioners Sitton and Craddick:
Cimarex Energy Co. (“Cimarex”) appreciates the opportunity to provide the Texas Railroad Commission (“RRC”)
with comments regarding requesting the Commission to conduct a hearing for the purposes of determining the
reasonable market demand for oil, whether wasteful production either is occurring or is reasonably imminent,
and, if so, the necessary and appropriate proration orders to prevent such waste. Cimarex is an exploration and
production company with operations primarily in the Permian Basin in Texas and New Mexico and the Anadarko
Basin in Western Oklahoma. Cimarex is a significant Texas producer and employer in the Delaware Basin.
The shale revolution in Texas was only possible due to the free market economy. Frictionless capital flowed into
Texas to develop the resources demanded by domestic and global markets. The oil and gas industry
successfully weathered a 57% oil price decline in 2014 and a 77% oil price decline during the 2008 financial
crisis. In each of those crises, free market forces compelled oil producers to respond to the changing supply
and demand by becoming more efficient. Today, Cimarex is responding to those market forces by cutting our
capital expenditures, shutting in production from our wells and managing our business in accordance with supply
and demand.
We recognize the majority of the world’s operators do not participate in the same free market. We also recognize
the current market is suffering from global demand destruction on a scale we have never before seen. We
nonetheless do not believe the RRC should interfere with the free market that has brought Texas strength and
prosperity. Once Texas crosses that line of manipulating the market for what some perceive as short-term relief,
we can never go back.
The free market, not artificial limitations, has made the Texas oil and gas industry efficient and resilient against
past challenging price environments. The RRC should not undermine what has brought us success by tying our
future to a global oil cartel.

Railroad Commission of Texas
April 8, 2020
Page 2

Thank you for the opportunity to offer these written comments. We believe this letter speaks for itself and are not
asking for the opportunity to testify at the April 14, 2020 RRC hearing.
Sincerely,
CIMAREX ENERGY CO.

By:
Thomas E. Jorden
Chairman, Chief Operating Officer and
President
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malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the
email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open
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From: Cindy Carter
Email: beautifulgreen12@yahoo.com
Phone: 2102406339
My friend, Dr. Falah Al Amri; 11 years in OPEC, would love to Advise TRRC.
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April 8, 2020

The Honorable Wayne Christian, Chairman
The Honorable Christi Craddick, Commissioner
The Honorable Ryan Sitton, Commissioner
Railroad Commission of Texas
P.O. Box 12967
Austin, Texas 78711-2967
RE:

Motion for Commission Called Hearing on the Verified Complaint of Pioneer Natural Resources
U.S.A. Inc. and Parsley Energy Inc. to Determine Reasonable Market Demand for Oil in the
State of Texas

Dear Commissioners:
Concho Resources Inc. (“Concho”) appreciates the opportunity, in lieu of live testimony, to provide
written comments regarding the referenced motion brought by Pioneer Natural Resources and
Parsley Energy. After reviewing the motion, complaint and requested relief that the Railroad
Commission (“RRC”) impose production limits for May 2020, Concho encourages the Commission to
allow the markets to work as intended and not issue a rule or order prorating oil production to
achieve “reasonable market demand”.
Concho is one of the largest unconventional shale producers in the Permian Basin, with operations
focused on safely and efficiently developing oil and natural gas resources. We are keenly aware of
the global deterioration in oil and natural gas demand and resulting price destruction due to the
unprecedented COVID-19 pandemic and the war for market share between Russia and Saudi Arabia.
We offer the following key points:
•

Although the speed at which the markets have deteriorated is unprecedented, immediate
government intervention is not warranted. Indications are that production in Texas, and
across the nation, is already headed toward a dramatic decline in response to the pandemic
and price war, as evidenced by the reported reductions in individual operator capital budgets,
as well as the material decrease in the number of active drilling rigs. History has shown that
material commodity price moves result in a corresponding impact to development operations
and therefore production, and time should be allowed for the market to naturally adjust to
prevailing supply and demand conditions. In fact, Concho, as well as other operators in the
Permian Basin, have begun shutting in uneconomic production in rapid response to the
One Concho Center | 600 West Illinois Avenue | Midland, Texas 79701 | P 432.683.7443 | F 432.683.7441

recent market shift. Once the market moves towards equilibrium, commodity prices will
respond accordingly.
•

Of the 13 states with the regulatory authority to implement production limits, Texas is the
only state currently considering proration. As such, the implementation of proration in Texas
would encourage increased production in other states and nations, thereby putting Texas
producers at a disadvantage when competing in the global market. Texas producers alone
cannot and will not be able to resolve the demand destruction caused by the COVID-19
pandemic.

•

Accurate and fair production limits would be very difficult to implement across the basins and
against the hundreds of operators in Texas, and any attempt to enforce those limits could
potentially violate the property rights of mineral interest owners, leaseholders and operators.
In addition, imposing production limits will lead to unintended consequences. For example,
some parties to existing contracts would likely be forced to breach those contracts, or
alternatively, be subject to an enforcement action as a result of being in violation of
production limitations.

•

Although the RRC has implemented proration in the past, to implement such a policy today
would establish new precedent and move the industry away from a free market to one where
industry relies on proration policy as market conditions fluctuate over time. Free market
principles and regulatory certainty are what have driven innovation, competition and growth
in the oil and gas industry, increased the national security of the United States and enabled a
fundamental shift towards energy independence.

The COVID-19 pandemic, together with the injection of foreign supply into the oil market, have
created tremendous uncertainty that is forcing the Texas oil and gas industry to make difficult and
lasting decisions. That said, the Texas oil and gas industry has endured difficult times before and
given the opportunity to focus on free market solutions, Concho is confident the oil and gas industry
will emerge stronger than ever.
Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Concho Resources Inc.
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April 8, 2020
VIA EMAIL: RRCconference@rrc.texas.gov
Chairman Wayne Christian
Commissioner Christi Craddick
Commissioner Ryan Sitton
Railroad Commission of Texas
1701 North Congress Avenue
Austin, Texas 78711
Submitted via www.regulations.gov
RE:

DOCKET NO. OG-20-00003167; IN RE: MOTION FOR COMMISSION CALLED HEARING ON
THE VERIFIED COMPLAINT OF PIONEER NATURAL RESOURCES U.S.A. INC. AND PARSLEY
ENERGY INC. TO DETERMINE REASONABLE MARKET DEMAND FOR OIL IN THE STATE OF
TEXAS

Commissioners:
I respectfully submit these comments as an employee in the oil and gas industry. As such, I know
this is an extraordinary time for my industry.
Although current conditions represent a significant challenge for our industry overall, state
government intervention is not the solution. I believe Texas should remain a free market state.
Prorationing penalizes efficient producers and distorts free markets. Allowing the free trade of
energy to continue benefits the U.S. economy by creating and supporting domestic jobs.
Should the current unprecedented market circumstances persist, it may be appropriate for the
federal government to consider intervention in the interest of national security at some time in
the future. However, I do not believe the Railroad Commission should engage in prorationing or
curtailment of production statewide or in any region.
I appreciate this opportunity to comment and I do not wish to testify at the upcoming RRC
meeting.
Sincerely,
Brad Bailey
19327 Shady Edge Drive
Cypress, TX 77433
281-746-2252
Representing self, but also employee of ConocoPhillips
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VIA EMAIL: RRCconference@rrc.texas.gov
Chairman Wayne Christian
Commissioner Christi Craddick
Commissioner Ryan Sitton
Railroad Commission of Texas
1701 North Congress Avenue
Austin, Texas 78711
Submitted via www.regulations.gov
RE:

DOCKET NO. OG-20-00003167; IN RE: MOTION FOR COMMISSION CALLED HEARING ON
THE VERIFIED COMPLAINT OF PIONEER NATURAL RESOURCES U.S.A. INC. AND PARSLEY
ENERGY INC. TO DETERMINE REASONABLE MARKET DEMAND FOR OIL IN THE STATE OF
TEXAS

Commissioners:
I respectfully submit these comments as an employee in the oil and gas industry. As such, I know
this is an extraordinary time for my industry.
Although current conditions represent a significant challenge for our industry overall, state
government intervention is not the solution. I believe Texas should remain a free market state.
Prorationing penalizes efficient producers and distorts free markets. Allowing the free trade of
energy to continue benefits the U.S. economy by creating and supporting domestic jobs.
Should the current unprecedented market circumstances persist, it may be appropriate for the
federal government to consider intervention in the interest of national security at some time in
the future. However, I do not believe the Railroad Commission should engage in prorationing or
curtailment of production statewide or in any region.
I appreciate this opportunity to comment and I do not wish to testify at the upcoming RRC
meeting.
Sincerely,

Carson Grimes
830 Garden Trace Lane
Houston, TX 77018
(903) 371-8255
Representing self, but also employee of ConocoPhillips
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Submitted on behalf of Chandler Ludwick
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VIA EMAIL: RRCconference@rrc.texas.gov
Chairman Wayne Christian
Commissioner Christi Craddick
Commissioner Ryan Sitton
Railroad Commission of Texas
1701 North Congress Avenue
Austin, Texas 78711
Submitted via www.regulations.gov

RE:     DOCKET NO. OG-20-00003167; IN RE: MOTION FOR COMMISSION CALLED HEARING ON
THE VERIFIED COMPLAINT OF PIONEER NATURAL RESOURCES U.S.A. INC. AND PARSLEY
ENERGY INC. TO DETERMINE REASONABLE MARKET DEMAND FOR OIL IN THE STATE
OF TEXAS

Commissioners:
I respectfully submit these comments as an employee in the oil and gas industry. As such, I
know this is an extraordinary time for my industry.
Although current conditions represent a significant challenge for our industry overall, state
government intervention is not the solution. I believe Texas should remain a free market state.
Prorationing penalizes efficient producers and distorts free markets. Allowing the free trade of
energy to continue benefits the U.S. economy by creating and supporting domestic jobs.
Should the current unprecedented market circumstances persist, it may be appropriate for
the federal government to consider intervention in the interest of national security at some
time in the future. However, I do not believe the Railroad Commission should engage in

prorationing or curtailment of production statewide or in any region.
I appreciate this opportunity to comment and I do not wish to testify at the upcoming RRC
meeting.
Sincerely,
/s/ Chandler Ludwick
Chander Ludwick
4605 Oak Cliff, Austin TX 78721
214-908-2454
Representing self, but also employee of ConocoPhillips

Dominic Macklon
President, Lower 48
ConocoPhillips

April 8, 2020
VIA EMAIL: RRCconference@rrc.texas.gov
Chairman Wayne Christian
Commissioner Christi Craddick
Commissioner Ryan Sitton
Railroad Commission of Texas
1701 North Congress Avenue
Austin, Texas 78711
Submitted via www.regulations.gov
RE:

DOCKET NO. OG-20-00003167; IN RE: MOTION FOR COMMISSION CALLED HEARING ON
THE VERIFIED COMPLAINT OF PIONEER NATURAL RESOURCES U.S.A. INC. AND PARSLEY
ENERGY INC. TO DETERMINE REASONABLE MARKET DEMAND FOR OIL IN THE STATE OF
TEXAS

Commissioners:
ConocoPhillips Company respectfully submits these comments in response to the Texas Railroad
Commission’s (RRC) motion for a hearing “to determine reasonable market demand for oil in the
state of Texas”, as published in docket no. OG-20-00003167.
Headquartered in Houston, ConocoPhillips is one of the world’s largest independent exploration
and production companies, based on proved reserves and production of liquids and natural gas.
Our company’s Lower 48 organization operates exploration and production facilities in both the
Eagle Ford shale in South Texas and the Permian basin in West Texas. These operations are directly
affected by RRC regulatory and policy decisions.
Our workforce, comprised of approximately 10,400 employees globally, includes nearly 3,000
Texans. Our company’s innovative and collaborative efforts yield products that improve quality of
life globally, while producing economic benefits with far-reaching influence.
We recognize this is an extraordinary time for the industry. Although current conditions represent
a significant challenge, ConocoPhillips generally does not support government interventions to
restrict production. Our long-held position is that we support free markets, and they should
determine the most effective and efficient energy sources. We also believe global free trade of
energy benefits the U.S. economy by creating and supporting domestic jobs.

ConocoPhillips, like other responsible operators in Texas, will face the current market challenges
by managing its fields in a responsible manner without waste or production in excess of
transportation or market facilities.
Should the current unprecedented market circumstances persist, it may be appropriate at some
time in the future for the federal government to consider intervention in the interest of national
security. In this case, the federal government, not individual states, should address the issue. We
maintain our belief that free trade of U.S. crude oil and petroleum products will help protect and
create jobs and spur economic growth.
ConocoPhillips Company appreciates this opportunity to comment. I do not wish to testify at the
upcoming RRC meeting, however, if you have any questions or requests for additional information,
please contact Tom Sellers, Regional Government Affairs Manager for Texas, at (512) 423-4866 or
by email at tom.sellers@cop.com.

Sincerely,

Dominic Macklon
President, Lower 48
ConocoPhillips

Gary K. Shiu
3508 Bellaire Blvd.
Houston, TX 77025
garyshiu@yahoo.com
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VIA EMAIL: RRCconference@rrc.texas.gov
Chairman Wayne Christian
Commissioner Christi Craddick
Commissioner Ryan Sitton
Railroad Commission of Texas
1701 North Congress Avenue
Austin, Texas 78711
Submitted via www.regulations.gov
RE:

DOCKET NO. OG-20-00003167; IN RE: MOTION FOR COMMISSION CALLED HEARING ON
THE VERIFIED COMPLAINT OF PIONEER NATURAL RESOURCES U.S.A. INC. AND PARSLEY
ENERGY INC. TO DETERMINE REASONABLE MARKET DEMAND FOR OIL IN THE STATE OF
TEXAS

Commissioners:
I respectfully submit these comments as an employee in the oil and gas industry. As such, I know
this is an extraordinary time for my industry.
Although current conditions represent a significant challenge for our industry overall, state
government intervention is not the solution. I believe Texas should remain a free market state.
Prorationing penalizes efficient producers and distorts free markets. Allowing the free trade of
energy to continue benefits the U.S. economy by creating and supporting domestic jobs.
Should the current unprecedented market circumstances persist, it may be appropriate for the
federal government to consider intervention in the interest of national security at some time in
the future. However, I do not believe the Railroad Commission should engage in prorationing or
curtailment of production statewide or in any region.
I appreciate this opportunity to comment and I do not wish to testify at the upcoming RRC
meeting.
Sincerely,

Gary K. Shiu
Representing self, but also employee of ConocoPhillips
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Commissioner Christi Craddick
Commissioner Ryan Sitton
Railroad Commission of Texas
1701 North Congress Avenue
Austin, Texas 78711
Submitted via www.regulations.gov
RE:

DOCKET NO. OG-20-00003167; IN RE: MOTION FOR COMMISSION CALLED HEARING ON
THE VERIFIED COMPLAINT OF PIONEER NATURAL RESOURCES U.S.A. INC. AND PARSLEY
ENERGY INC. TO DETERMINE REASONABLE MARKET DEMAND FOR OIL IN THE STATE OF
TEXAS

Commissioners:
I respectfully submit these comments as an employee in the oil and gas industry. As such, I know
this is an extraordinary time for my industry.
Although current conditions represent a significant challenge for our industry overall, state
government intervention is not the solution. I believe Texas should remain a free market state.
Prorationing penalizes efficient producers and distorts free markets. Allowing the free trade of
energy to continue benefits the U.S. economy by creating and supporting domestic jobs.
Should the current unprecedented market circumstances persist, it may be appropriate for the
federal government to consider intervention in the interest of national security at some time in
the future. However, I do not believe the Railroad Commission should engage in prorationing or
curtailment of production statewide or in any region.
I appreciate this opportunity to comment and I do not wish to testify at the upcoming RRC
meeting.
Sincerely,
Glynis Holm Strause
911 Bowie Street
George West, TX 78022
361-436-1098
Representing self, but also employee of ConocoPhillips
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Chairman Wayne Christian
Commissioner Christi Craddick
Commissioner Ryan Sitton
Railroad Commission of Texas
1701 North Congress Avenue
Austin, Texas 78711
Submitted via www.regulations.gov
RE:

DOCKET NO. OG-20-00003167; IN RE: MOTION FOR COMMISSION CALLED HEARING ON
THE VERIFIED COMPLAINT OF PIONEER NATURAL RESOURCES U.S.A. INC. AND PARSLEY
ENERGY INC. TO DETERMINE REASONABLE MARKET DEMAND FOR OIL IN THE STATE OF
TEXAS

Commissioners:
I respectfully submit these comments as an employee in the oil and gas industry. As such, I know
this is an extraordinary time for my industry.
Although current conditions represent a significant challenge for our industry overall, state
government intervention is not the solution. I believe Texas should remain a free market state.
Prorationing penalizes efficient producers and distorts free markets. Allowing the free trade of
energy to continue benefits the U.S. economy by creating and supporting domestic jobs.
Should the current unprecedented market circumstances persist, it may be appropriate for the
federal government to consider intervention in the interest of national security at some time in
the future. However, I do not believe the Railroad Commission should engage in prorationing or
curtailment of production statewide or in any region.
I appreciate this opportunity to comment and I do not wish to testify at the upcoming RRC
meeting.
Sincerely,
Gretchen L. Whitaker
713.204.2100
Representing self, but also employee of ConocoPhillips
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Commissioner Christi Craddick
Commissioner Ryan Sitton
Railroad Commission of Texas
1701 North Congress Avenue
Austin, Texas 78711
Submitted via www.regulations.gov
RE:

DOCKET NO. OG-20-00003167; IN RE: MOTION FOR COMMISSION CALLED HEARING ON
THE VERIFIED COMPLAINT OF PIONEER NATURAL RESOURCES U.S.A. INC. AND PARSLEY
ENERGY INC. TO DETERMINE REASONABLE MARKET DEMAND FOR OIL IN THE STATE OF
TEXAS

Commissioners:
I respectfully submit these comments as an employee in the oil and gas industry. As such, I know
this is an extraordinary time for my industry.
Although current conditions represent a significant challenge for our industry overall, state
government intervention is not the solution. I believe Texas should remain a free market state.
Prorationing penalizes efficient producers and distorts free markets. Allowing the free trade of
energy to continue benefits the U.S. economy by creating and supporting domestic jobs.
Should the current unprecedented market circumstances persist, it may be appropriate for the
federal government to consider intervention in the interest of national security at some time in
the future. However, I do not believe the Railroad Commission should engage in prorationing or
curtailment of production statewide or in any region.
I appreciate this opportunity to comment and I do not wish to testify at the upcoming RRC
meeting.
Sincerely,

Harmony Jurkash
Harmony Jurkash
211 Wild Oak Run
Houston, TX 77094
918-214-4633
Representing self, but also employee of ConocoPhillips
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RE:     DOCKET NO. OG-20-00003167; IN RE: MOTION FOR COMMISSION CALLED HEARING ON
THE VERIFIED COMPLAINT OF PIONEER NATURAL RESOURCES U.S.A. INC. AND PARSLEY
ENERGY INC. TO DETERMINE REASONABLE MARKET DEMAND FOR OIL IN THE STATE
OF TEXAS

Commissioners:
I respectfully submit these comments as an employee in the oil and gas industry. As such, I
know this is an extraordinary time for my industry.
Although current conditions represent a significant challenge for our industry overall, state
government intervention is not the solution. I believe Texas should remain a free market state.
Prorationing penalizes efficient producers and distorts free markets. Allowing the free trade of
energy to continue benefits the U.S. economy by creating and supporting domestic jobs.
Should the current unprecedented market circumstances persist, it may be appropriate for
the federal government to consider intervention in the interest of national security at some
time in the future. However, I do not believe the Railroad Commission should engage in
prorationing or curtailment of production statewide or in any region.
I appreciate this opportunity to comment and I do not wish to testify at the upcoming RRC
meeting.

Sincerely,
Heather Caramanica
935 N. Eldridge Parkway
Houston, TX 77079
(806)224-708
Representing self, but also employee of ConocoPhillips

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Heather Caramanica | Surface Land Supervisor | GCBU Eagle Ford Projects
ConocoPhillips Company | Sp 2 – 5-E286 935 Eldridge Pkwy| Houston TX 77079
work: 832-486-3801 | cell: 806-224-7082 | Heather.L.Caramanica@conocophillips.com
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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RE:     DOCKET NO. OG-20-00003167; IN RE: MOTION FOR COMMISSION CALLED HEARING ON
THE VERIFIED COMPLAINT OF PIONEER NATURAL RESOURCES U.S.A. INC. AND PARSLEY
ENERGY INC. TO DETERMINE REASONABLE MARKET DEMAND FOR OIL IN THE STATE
OF TEXAS

Commissioners:
I respectfully submit these comments as an employee in the oil and gas industry. As such, I
know this is an extraordinary time for my industry.
Although current conditions represent a significant challenge for our industry overall, state
government intervention is not the solution. I believe Texas should remain a free market state.
Prorationing penalizes efficient producers and distorts free markets. Allowing the free trade of
energy to continue benefits the U.S. economy by creating and supporting domestic jobs.
Should the current unprecedented market circumstances persist, it may be appropriate for
the federal government to consider intervention in the interest of national security at some
time in the future. However, I do not believe the Railroad Commission should engage in
prorationing or curtailment of production statewide or in any region.
I appreciate this opportunity to comment and I do not wish to testify at the upcoming RRC
meeting.

Sincerely,
John Roper
John Roper
4134 Rice Blvd.
Houston, Texas 77005
281-293-1451
Representing self, but also employee of ConocoPhillips
John Roper | Director, Media Relations and Crisis Communications | ConocoPhillips
O: 281.293.1451 | M: 346.205.2020

www.conocophillips.com
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RE:

DOCKET NO. OG-20-00003167; IN RE: MOTION FOR COMMISSION CALLED HEARING ON
THE VERIFIED COMPLAINT OF PIONEER NATURAL RESOURCES U.S.A. INC. AND PARSLEY
ENERGY INC. TO DETERMINE REASONABLE MARKET DEMAND FOR OIL IN THE STATE OF
TEXAS

Commissioners:
I respectfully submit these comments as an employee in the oil and gas industry. As such, I know
this is an extraordinary time for my industry.
Although current conditions represent a significant challenge for our industry overall, state
government intervention is not the solution. I believe Texas should remain a free market state.
Prorationing penalizes efficient producers and distorts free markets. Allowing the free trade of
energy to continue benefits the U.S. economy by creating and supporting domestic jobs.
Should the current unprecedented market circumstances persist, it may be appropriate for the
federal government to consider intervention in the interest of national security at some time in
the future. However, I do not believe the Railroad Commission should engage in prorationing or
curtailment of production statewide or in any region.
I appreciate this opportunity to comment and I do not wish to testify at the upcoming RRC
meeting.
Sincerely,

Justin Carlile
6411 Virginia Fields Drive, Katy, TX 77494
(432) 230-8929
Representing self, but also employee of ConocoPhillips
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Chairman Wayne Christian
Commissioner Christi Craddick
Commissioner Ryan Sitton
Railroad Commission of Texas
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Austin, Texas 78711
Submitted via www.regulations.gov
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DOCKET NO. OG-20-00003167; IN RE: MOTION FOR COMMISSION CALLED HEARING ON
THE VERIFIED COMPLAINT OF PIONEER NATURAL RESOURCES U.S.A. INC. AND PARSLEY
ENERGY INC. TO DETERMINE REASONABLE MARKET DEMAND FOR OIL IN THE STATE OF
TEXAS

Commissioners:
I respectfully submit these comments as an employee in the oil and gas industry. As such, I know
this is an extraordinary time for my industry.
Although current conditions represent a significant challenge for our industry overall, state
government intervention is not the solution. I believe Texas should remain a free market state.
Prorationing penalizes efficient producers and distorts free markets. Allowing the free trade of
energy to continue benefits the U.S. economy by creating and supporting domestic jobs.
Should the current unprecedented market circumstances persist, it may be appropriate for the
federal government to consider intervention in the interest of national security at some time in
the future. However, I do not believe the Railroad Commission should engage in prorationing or
curtailment of production statewide or in any region.
I appreciate this opportunity to comment and I do not wish to testify at the upcoming RRC
meeting.
Sincerely,

Karl Fennessey
19710 Laurel Park Lane
Houston, TX 77094
(281) 236-5664
Representing self, but also employee of ConocoPhillips
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RE:     DOCKET NO. OG-20-00003167; IN RE: MOTION FOR COMMISSION CALLED HEARING ON
THE VERIFIED COMPLAINT OF PIONEER NATURAL RESOURCES U.S.A. INC. AND PARSLEY
ENERGY INC. TO DETERMINE REASONABLE MARKET DEMAND FOR OIL IN THE STATE OF
TEXAS
Commissioners:
I respectfully submit these comments as an employee in the oil and gas industry. As such, I
know this is an extraordinary time for my industry.
Although current conditions represent a significant challenge for our industry overall, state
government intervention is not the solution. I believe Texas should remain a free market state.
Prorationing penalizes efficient producers and distorts free markets. Allowing the free trade of
energy to continue benefits the U.S. economy by creating and supporting domestic jobs.
Should the current unprecedented market circumstances persist, it may be appropriate for the
federal government to consider intervention in the interest of national security at some time in
the future. However, I do not believe the Railroad Commission should engage in prorationing or
curtailment of production statewide or in any region.
I appreciate this opportunity to comment and I do not wish to testify at the upcoming RRC
meeting.
Sincerely,
Kelsey Voytovich
Business Development Coordinator

ConocoPhillips Company
925 N. Eldridge Parkway
Houston, Texas 77079
832.486.2247
Representing self, but also employee of ConocoPhillips
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Commissioner Ryan Sitton
Railroad Commission of Texas
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DOCKET NO. OG-20-00003167; IN RE: MOTION FOR COMMISSION CALLED HEARING ON
THE VERIFIED COMPLAINT OF PIONEER NATURAL RESOURCES U.S.A. INC. AND PARSLEY
ENERGY INC. TO DETERMINE REASONABLE MARKET DEMAND FOR OIL IN THE STATE OF
TEXAS

Commissioners:
I respectfully submit these comments as an employee in the oil and gas industry. As such, I know
this is an extraordinary time for my industry.
Although current conditions represent a significant challenge for our industry overall, state
government intervention is not the solution. I believe Texas should remain a free market state.
Prorationing penalizes efficient producers and distorts free markets. Allowing the free trade of
energy to continue benefits the U.S. economy by creating and supporting domestic jobs.
Should the current unprecedented market circumstances persist, it may be appropriate for the
federal government to consider intervention in the interest of national security at some time in
the future. However, I do not believe the Railroad Commission should engage in prorationing or
curtailment of production statewide or in any region.
I appreciate this opportunity to comment and I do not wish to testify at the upcoming RRC
meeting.
Sincerely,

/s/Rachel David
925 N. Eldridge Pkwy Houston, TX 77079
832-486-6517
Representing self, but also employee of ConocoPhillips
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DOCKET NO. OG-20-00003167; IN RE: MOTION FOR COMMISSION CALLED HEARING ON
THE VERIFIED COMPLAINT OF PIONEER NATURAL RESOURCES U.S.A. INC. AND PARSLEY
ENERGY INC. TO DETERMINE REASONABLE MARKET DEMAND FOR OIL IN THE STATE OF
TEXAS

Commissioners:
I respectfully submit these comments as an employee in the oil and gas industry. As such, I know
this is an extraordinary time for my industry.
Although current conditions represent a significant challenge for our industry overall, state
government intervention is not the solution. I believe Texas should remain a free market state.
Prorationing penalizes efficient producers and distorts free markets. Allowing the free trade of
energy to continue benefits the U.S. economy by creating and supporting domestic jobs.
Should the current unprecedented market circumstances persist, it may be appropriate for the
federal government to consider intervention in the interest of national security at some time in
the future. However, I do not believe the Railroad Commission should engage in prorationing or
curtailment of production statewide or in any region.
I appreciate this opportunity to comment and I do not wish to testify at the upcoming RRC
meeting.
Sincerely,
/s/Ronald C. Schultz
Ronald C. Schultz
13715 Butterfly Lane
Houston, Texas 77079
(713) 647-0502
Representing self, but also employee of ConocoPhillips
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ENERGY INC. TO DETERMINE REASONABLE MARKET DEMAND FOR OIL IN THE STATE OF
TEXAS

Commissioners:
I respectfully submit these comments as an employee in the oil and gas industry. As such, I know
this is an extraordinary time for my industry.
Although current conditions represent a significant challenge for our industry overall, state
government intervention is not the solution. I believe Texas should remain a free market state.
Prorationing penalizes efficient producers and distorts free markets. Allowing the free trade of
energy to continue benefits the U.S. economy by creating and supporting domestic jobs.
Should the current unprecedented market circumstances persist, it may be appropriate for the
federal government to consider intervention in the interest of national security at some time in
the future. However, I do not believe the Railroad Commission should engage in prorationing or
curtailment of production statewide or in any region.
I appreciate this opportunity to comment and I do not wish to testify at the upcoming RRC
meeting.
Sincerely,
/s/Sharon R. Zubrod
Sharon R. Zubrod
16315 Daisy Creek Trail
Cypress, Texas 77433
(281) 206-5191

Representing self, but also employee of ConocoPhillips

Stephen G. Ellison
6131 Riverview Way
Houston, TX 77057
Stephen.g.ellison@gmail.com
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DOCKET NO. OG-20-00003167; IN RE: MOTION FOR COMMISSION CALLED HEARING ON
THE VERIFIED COMPLAINT OF PIONEER NATURAL RESOURCES U.S.A. INC. AND PARSLEY
ENERGY INC. TO DETERMINE REASONABLE MARKET DEMAND FOR OIL IN THE STATE OF
TEXAS

Commissioners:
I respectfully submit these comments as an employee in the oil and gas industry. As such, I know
this is an extraordinary time for my industry.
Although current conditions represent a significant challenge for our industry overall, state
government intervention is not the solution. I believe Texas should remain a free market state.
Prorationing penalizes efficient producers and distorts free markets. Allowing the free trade of
energy to continue benefits the U.S. economy by creating and supporting domestic jobs.
Should the current unprecedented market circumstances persist, it may be appropriate for the
federal government to consider intervention in the interest of national security at some time in
the future. However, I do not believe the Railroad Commission should engage in prorationing or
curtailment of production statewide or in any region.
I appreciate this opportunity to comment and I do not wish to testify at the upcoming RRC
meeting.
Sincerely,

Stephen G. Ellison
Representing self, but also employee of ConocoPhillips
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ENERGY INC. TO DETERMINE REASONABLE MARKET DEMAND FOR OIL IN THE STATE
OF TEXAS
Commissioners:
I respectfully submit these comments as an employee in the oil and gas industry. As such, I
know this is an extraordinary time for my industry.
Although current conditions represent a significant challenge for our industry overall, state
government intervention is not the solution. I believe Texas should remain a free market state.
Prorationing penalizes efficient producers and distorts free markets. Allowing the free trade of
energy to continue benefits the U.S. economy by creating and supporting domestic jobs.
Should the current unprecedented market circumstances persist, it may be appropriate for
the federal government to consider intervention in the interest of national security at some
time in the future. However, I do not believe the Railroad Commission should engage in
prorationing or curtailment of production statewide or in any region.
I appreciate this opportunity to comment and I do not wish to testify at the upcoming RRC
meeting.
Sincerely,

/s/ Tom Sellers
Tom Sellers
3307 Perry Lane
512-423-4866 (m)
Representing self, but also employee of ConocoPhillips

April 8, 2020

Chairman Wayne Christian
Commissioner Christi Craddick
Commissioner Ryan Sitton
Railroad Commission of Texas
1701 N Congress
Austin, TX 78701
SENT BY E-MAIL
Dear Commissioners:
At least through the remainder of the select demand period for oil, I believe it is
necessary for the Texas Railroad Commission to institute prorationing to the limited
market.
Sincerely,

Harold Hamm
Executive Chairman
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April 8, 2020
Chairman Wayne Christian
Commissioner Christi Craddick
Commissioner Ryan Sitton
Railroad Commission of Texas
P.O. Box 12967
Austin, Texas 78711-2967
RRCconference@rrc.texas.gov

RE: MOTION FOR COMMISSION CALLED HEARING ON THE VERIFIED COMPLAINT OF PIONEER
NATURAL RESOURCES U.S.A. INC. AND PARSLEY ENERGY INC. TO DETERMINE REASONABLE
MARKET DEMAND FOR OIL IN THE STATE OF TEXAS

Chairman Christian, Commissioner Craddick and Commissioner Sitton:
Ovintiv Inc. (“Ovintiv”) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the issue of oil proration being
considered by the Railroad Commission of Texas (RRC). We oppose the petition seeking proration.
Ovintiv has carefully considered the petition and do not see this as a case for the Commission to exercise
its authority because:
•
•
•
•

This is not a case of “waste”.
The free market is efficiently addressing industry’s challenges.
Capital markets need certainty.
Proration may not deliver fair outcomes.

Ovintiv is a publicly traded company focused on the development of unconventional resources with
activities in several major basins across the United States and Canada. We invested approximately $1.1B
of our total 2.8B in Texas in 2019. We operate 2,260 wells with 1,070 being horizontal wells and have
150,000 net acres under lease in Texas. Ovintiv has 594 employees working in offices in The Woodlands,
Midland, and Karnes City. We are also one of the top 10 largest oil producers in the state, producing
179,000 gross BOE/d. The RRC’s regulations and policies have a significant impact
on Ovintiv’s investment in Texas.

No “Waste”
The proponents of proration seek rules or orders to “correct, prevent or lessen the waste” resulting from
production exceeding demand. Without question, the global oil market is experiencing unprecedented
demand disruption resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic. However, the Texas market is sophisticated
and complex. We believe the independent actors in our free market economy are already addressing the
issue of potential waste. Emerging data shows that the market has already taken swift action to correct
the oversupply of oil production and continues to take corrective action daily. According to Goldman
Sachs, “we see potential for full year U.S. capex to fall 30%”. In addition, at least one major U.S. producer
has announced immediate production shut-ins of 30%.
Therefore, any risk of imminent waste is being addressed without necessity for the RRC to exercise its
authority.

Free Market Efficiency
The market is quickly responding to
low oil prices with the rig count falling
by 18% in March alone. Rigs are a
leading indicator of enormous
reductions in production which follow.
In fact, on April 7, 2020 the Energy
Information Administration published
their new “Short-Term Energy Outlook”
which calls for U.S. crude oil
production to decrease by ~1.7
Mbbls/d this year (~12.8 MMbbls/d in
December 2019 to ~11.1 Mbbls/d in
December 2020).
Although the current demand collapse
is of historic proportions, it is not
without historic analog. During the oil
market collapse in 2015 and 2016,
Texas operators quickly reduced
investment, cutting rigs 70% in
response (see chart). Our industry in
Texas emerged from the painful
2015/16 downturn stronger, more
efficient and more globally competitive.
It accomplished all of this without
prorating production in Texas.
Similarly, the Texas oil and gas
industry will navigate the current
market, innovate, and emerge from
this downturn stronger than ever.
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Regulatory Certainty
What has become known as the Texas oil & gas miracle is a function of innovation, private property
rights, world class infrastructure and workforce, abundant resource and a predictable regulatory
environment. It is also a function of competition and the ability to attract capital. Texas has attracted
capital from around the globe. Success of the Texas oil and gas industry has directly contributed to the
U.S. becoming energy independent for the first time in decades. It has benefitted Texas operators, royalty
owners, taxpayers and consumers.
We also know that capital is fluid. It moves quickly to areas of lowest risk and greatest opportunity. Texas
has always been strongly associated with free markets. Unexpected regulatory intervention would be
interpreted as a new risk to investment in Texas. At a time when continued access to capital is critical to
the viability of our industry, this would be an unwelcome development.
Fair Outcomes
The very question of how to implement proration demonstrates the inherent challenges of this petition.
Proration would impact thousands of Texas companies; including oil and gas producers, midstream and
pipeline companies, refiners and marketing firms. Some of this would play out over time in the courts, as
industry players assess potential Force Majeure claims and other implications for their business not
contemplated when contracts were written or business decisions were made. Proration will inherently
apply unevenly across this very complex industry and have unintended consequences. This too will
discourage future capital investment.
Companies that built businesses to withstand the downturns of the commodity cycles will be hindered by
proration. And by blunting market signals, less efficient companies or less well positioned companies, are
shielded. In the prior downturn, our industry embraced innovation and a lengthy list of efficiencies which
emerged to strengthen our global competitiveness. With regulatory intervention, the ultimate
competitiveness of the Texas oil industry may be lessened.
The bottom line is that allowing market participants to continue to make independent choices to optimize
their business is the fairest and most efficient approach. If market participants are allowed to utilize the
real-time data available to them, with regulatory certainty, we get the best outcomes in the least time.
We respectfully submit that proration is not required to mitigate waste; waste is already addressed by
strong market forces. Individual companies are in a better position than government to manage their
production. The continuation of Texas’ predictable regulatory regime is the most critical service we can
ask from the Texas Railroad Commission at this time.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this matter.
Sincerely,

Douglas J. Suttles
CEO

April 8, 2020

Submitted electronically to: RRCconference@rrc.texas.gov
Chairman Wayne Christian
Commissioner Christi Craddick
Commissioner Ryan Sitton
Railroad Commission of Texas
1701 North Congress Avenue
Austin, Texas 78711
Re:

DOCKET NO. OG-20-00003167; IN RE: MOTION FOR COMMISSION CALLED
HEARING ON THE VERIFIED COMPLAINT OF PIONEER NATURAL
RESOURCES U.S.A. INC. AND PARSLEY ENERGY INC. TO DETERMINE
REASONABLE MARKET DEMAND FOR OIL IN THE STATE OF TEXAS

Dear Chairman Christian and Commissioners Craddick and Sitton
Panhandle Producers & Royalty Owners Association does not wish to testify but offers, instead,
written statements for your consideration.
The board of directors of the Panhandle Producers and Royalty Owners Association, being the
organization that for the last 90 years, has represented the interests of the producers and royalty
owners of RRC District 10, the Texas Panhandle and the State as a whole, as well as the longterm interests of all citizens, agree to the following:
1. That the Railroad Commission of Texas, under the explicit terms of the mandated
legislation creating said Commission, should immediately cease the unnecessary and
wasteful issuance of flaring permits. That the Railroad Commission of Texas should
continue to monitor flaring permits to see that they apply to emergency situations and NOT
the facilitation of routine production.
2. That the Railroad Commission of Texas impose proper allowables for every non-stripper
well statewide that will result in the orderly production of oil and gas with due
consideration for the elimination of the physical waste of the natural resources and the
elimination of economic waste resulting from the too-rapid exploitation that has resulted
in extreme price fluctuations to the detriment of the citizens of Texas.
3. That the Railroad Commission take up the tools provided by the state and regulate oil and
gas production in the state in such a manner as to maintain and provide jobs, tax revenue,
economic activity and general benefits to the citizens of Texas with stability, equity,
fairness and justice.

PPROA certainly recognizes the current situation was exacerbated by the global pandemic and
price war, but make no mistake, the problem existed prior to those issues. Maintaining the survival
of our industry, on all levels, is past the critical point; therefore, PPROA is asking the commission
to use the existing rules mandated to your custody, to make sound decisions for all producers,
operators, districts, wells, people, state and country.
Sincerely,

Judy E. Stark, President
Panhandle Producers & Royalty Owners Association

3131 Bell Street, Suite 209 - Amarillo, Texas 79106

(806) 352-5637

1775 Sherman Street
Suite 3000
Denver, Colorado 80204
(303) 860-5800

Railroad Commission of Texas
1701 Congress Avenue
Austin, Texas 78701

To Whom It May Concern:
PDC Energy, Inc. sincerely appreciates the opportunity to submit written comment on
the motion requesting a market demand hearing and market demand order proposed by
Pioneer Natural Resources U.S.A., Inc. and Parsley Energy Inc. The proposal suggests
the Railroad Commission of Texas take steps to prorate oil production in Texas based
on market demand in order to prevent economic and physical waste.
While the aforementioned companies’ request may be well intended, the unintended
consequences could be harmful. A Texas initiative to prorate production would only
impact Texas producers. This could result in the devaluation of Texas assets compared
to other US basins without artificial interference, and there is no guarantee it would
impact the global oversupply that plagues our oil prices. This is a global issue, and it
could demand a global response. But a Texas-centric response isn’t the answer.
We believe a free market economy, where companies are able to make rational
decisions based on the need to protect their employees and their shareholders, is the
ideal. For the above listed reasons, we do not support the motion for a hearing, or the
concept of the proration request.
Thank you for your consideration.

Bart Brookman
President and Chief Executive Officer

April 8, 2020
Chairman Wayne Christian
Commissioner Christi Craddick
Commissioner Ryan Sitton

VIA EMAIL: RRCconference@rrc.texas.gov

Railroad Commission of Texas
1701 North Congress Avenue
Austin, Texas 78711
RE:

DOCKET NO. OG-20-00003167; IN RE: MOTION FOR COMMISSION CALLED HEARING
ON THE VERIFIED COMPLAINT OF PIONEER NATURAL RESOURCES U.S.A. INC.
AND PARSLEY ENERGY INC. TO DETERMINE REASONABLE MARKET DEMAND
FOR OIL IN THE STATE OF TEXAS
Per the Commission’s Notice: Ben Shepperd; President; Permian Basin Petroleum Association; 601
North Marienfeld, Suite 200; Midland, TX 79701; 512.297.2693

Dear Chairman Christian and Commissioners Craddick and Sitton:
The Permian Basin Petroleum Association appreciates the Commission holding this Reasonable Market
Demand Hearing and appreciates the opportunity to comment.
Comment Summary. The Permian Basin Petroleum Association (PBPA) is providing this written testimony
to offer the range of comments our members have on this important issue. Our members, like the
Commission, believe it best to hear the arguments and facts of the April 14 Hearing, and weigh the insight
provided by the Commission, members in the industry, and other interested parties before rushing to
judgement.
We support regulatory action based on facts and science and believe the same needs to be taken into
consideration here.
Given the importance of this hearing, PBPA submits this testimony to provide the Commission with the
thoughts and discourse of its members that operate in the Permian Basin. This testimony addresses the policy
questions of the law, oil supply, storage, oil demand, and other policy questions our members have, and which
we believe the Commission faces.
We find ourselves in unprecedented times facing dual black swan events. The Permian Basin, Texas, and our
nation are all fortunate to have leaders willing to debate and ultimately decide whether it is time for the
petitioned action. We appreciate the Commission giving careful consideration to each and every available
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option there is in order to respond to these times and ensure that the operating framework remains best suited
to allow the continued safe and responsible development of natural resources in the Permian Basin and other
operating basins in the state and country.
America, because of the advent of horizontal drilling and improved well completion techniques, has seen an
unparalleled expansion of production in the modern world. This expansion has come at the cost of
institutional foreign producers who have all seen their market share decrease. That market space is larger than
the growth in global demand. That coupled with recent global pandemic has further clamped down on demand
and has only heightened what has already been an existential threat to American production. This has led
many to ask the question, what do we want for the American energy industry?
The foreign state actors, primarily Russian and Saudi producers, know what they want to do. They have made
it publicly known they would like a 10 million barrel per day cut in worldwide oil production.1 Further they
want the United States to participate in that cut of worldwide production.2
Texas produces approximately 43% of the United States' production. With growing calls for reduction in
production and the ongoing reduction of capital expenditures by producers in the region, the question for all
operators is how to lessen the negative impact and how best to work in this new global market. The hope for
Permian Basin producers is that whatever will be lost over the next 30 days, 60 days or longer under depressed
economic conditions, does not lessen the opportunity for future growth.
There is no question in our mind that the Commission's answer to those questions will draw focused attention
from not just Midland and Houston, but also from our nation’s capital in Washington D.C., and from others
around the world including those in Vienna, Moscow, and Riyadh.
In the longer term, without action, this fundamental challenge continues unabated. Maybe not at the size of
today’s problem, but it continues. Regardless of which market analysis is used, there is an increasing
oversupply of oil in the world market that has only been accelerated by the Russia-Saudi Price War. Regardless
of whose numbers we use, there is a decreasing demand for oil3 that the coronavirus only accelerated.
Assume that tomorrow the Russia-Saudi Price War is resolved, and that the coronavirus is cured. For the
foreseeable future, Permian Producers will face an over-supply of oil and decreasing demand for oil as the
world economy recovers.4 It is possible, if not probable, this issue continues even after the world economy
has recovered. The oil and gas industry and global demand for hydrocarbons had already been under attack,
especially in developed countries. It is not just the CAFÉ Standards shrinking demand, but aggressive attitudes
toward climate change, the Green New Deal, electric cars, renewable energy and investor activism are each
additional challenges facing industry growth. The imbalance of supply and demand could very well continue
for all of these reasons.

1

Vladimir Putin said a cut to global oil production of about 10m barrels a day is possible, but only if all major crude
producers including the US join in the reduction pact. Financial Times 040320 Putin oil supply cuts possible if all major
producers take part
2
Riyadh and Moscow have privately made it clear they won’t cut output unless U.S. producers do so as well. Wall Street
Journal Saudi-Arabia-Russia-to-debate-oil-cuts ; Wall Street Journal opec-allies-to-debate-oil-cuts-as-Saudis-delay-pricingmove
3
The U.S. Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) Standards is an ongoing example of decreased demand for oil. The CAFE
Standards have for years been decreasing demand for oil because they require increasing miles-per-gallon ratings for cars
as the fleet turns over. These standards are not going away.
4

See, Demand Graphs of Goldman Sachs and JBC Energy. Bloomberg 2020-03-29/the-coronavirus-means-atruly-free-market-for-oil
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U.S. producers cannot do much about international demand. Right now, without action taken by entities like
the Commission, producers are left to hope that positive developments on the demand side come sooner
rather than later. However, it could be possible for changes, self-imposed or mandated, on the supply side
which some believe will make an impact in the short-term.
As reports show, there is an immediate and pressing problem. However, it is joined by a longer-term challenge
as well.
The next wave in the short-term problem is storage. As the Commission knows, pipelines have been sending
letters to Permian Producers stating that pipelines can no longer take Permian Producers' crude due to a
shortage of storage. While in the meantime the Commission, for safety purposes, could determine if these
letters are accurate, it represents another example of an imbalance in supply versus demand. Once again, the
solution proposed for Permian Producers that are not fully-integrated is to take the brunt of this imbalance.
Does the Commission have the authority to act? Our members have no questions in this regard. The
Commission has the authority to act. The Texas Legislature has answered the policy questions5 and has given
the Commission the authority to address: production of oil in excess of "reasonable market demand" (Tex.
Nat. Res. Code § 85.046(10); when production of oil is in excess of "reasonable market demand" (Tex. Nat.
Res. Code § 85.058), and (i) to limit oil production, (ii) to order production allowables and (iii) to create rules,
regulations and orders to enforce these provisions. In contrast, the Commission "shall not restrict the
production of oil from any new field brought into production by exploration until the total production from
that field is 10,000 barrels of oil a day in the aggregate." (Tex. Nat. Res. Code § 85.048). Additionally, the
courts have upheld the Commission's authority.6
Many of our members were surprised to learn that the Commission has been setting monthly production
schedules as recently as March 2020.7
As to storage, some PBPA members have questions as to the volume of physical storage. We believe the
Commission has the authority under §85.058 to make an inquiry as to whether the actual volume of physical
storage available has been reached or when it will be reached, in contrast to storage that has been contracted,
but does not contain physical oil. It is essential information to know and understand for the Commission to
make a fair and reasonable decision.
Questions and Concerns. Below are some questions and concerns that PBPA members have been raising
and that the Commission may want to consider in making its determination.
On the demand side of the issue, it is suggested the Commission may want to consider the demand for oil
over the next 12 months globally, nationally and in Texas. Our members understand that over the next 12
months that the coronavirus will have some impact on that demand.

5

For "Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it." George Santayana, we recommend reading “The
Oil Wars” at https://www.tsl.texas.gov/exhibits/railroad/oil/page6.html. Many of the policy arguments made during “The
Oil Wars” are the same policy arguments the Commission is hearing today. Right or wrong, the legislature has decided
these policy arguments. The history is interesting and insightful. We specifically call your attention to the attempts by the
federal government to regulate production during “The Oil Wars”.
6
Though there are a number of other cases, Champlin Refining Co. v. Corporation Commission, 286 U.S. 210 (1932), is the
dispositive case as to the constitutionality of the Commission’s authority.
7
For examples of proration schedules for operators in Texas for March 2020 click this link: proration schedules listed by
operator for the month of March 2020
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On the supply side of the issue, it is suggested the Commission may want to consider what amount of Texas
oil supply will be lost/destroyed if no action is taken versus whatever proposal they might make. In that
consideration, the Commission may want to consider the volume of Texas production that has been
voluntarily taken offline due to current economic conditions and the volume of Texas production estimated
to be voluntarily shut-in as a result of the Russian-Saudi Price War.
As to worldwide oil supply, the Commission may want to consider what oil supply might be if the RussiaSaudi Price War is settled and what that supply level might be if the Russian-Saudi Price War is not settled.
In both of these areas, our members are concerned it may take months to balance the current oversupply of
oil due to the volume of the oversupply and the impacts of the coronavirus demand decline.
If the United States decides to participate in the OPEC+ agreement, our members asked will other
producing states make a similar decision; and will the federal government make a similar decision as to its
production from offshore and federal lands?
PBPA and its members understand that low gasoline prices are the only bright spot in our current economy.
We also understand if the United States goes from the number one producer in the world, to an economy
once again based on foreign oil, then the return of foreign control and actions like the 1973 Arab Embargo
could reverse this decades efforts back on the table along with long lines for gasoline and high prices.
At the end of the day, we worry about the cost of inaction in the global market, and look to the leaders in our
industry, including Commissioners, to chart the long-term future of domestic oil and gas producers.
We encourage the Commission to carefully evaluate the data and utilize all of the resources at its disposal to
help prevent the waste of our precious natural resources and industry and help us ensure a healthy and robust
industry for generations to come.
Thank you for this opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,

Ben Shepperd
President
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April 8, 2020
Filed via e-mail to: RRCconference@rrc.texas.gov
Chairman Wayne Christian
Commissioner Christi Craddick
Commissioner Ryan Sitton
Railroad Commission of Texas
1701 North Congress Avenue
Austin, Texas 78701
c/o Callie Farrar, Commission Secretary
Callie.Farrar@rrc.texas.gov
Re:

Oil & Gas Docket No. OG-20-00003167; To Consider the Motion for
Commission Called Hearing on the Verified Complaint of Pioneer Natural
Resources U.S.A. Inc. (665748) and Parsley Energy Inc. (642652) to Determine
Reasonable Market Demand for Oil in the State of Texas

Dear Chairman Christian, Commissioner Craddick, and Commissioner Sitton:
Plains All American GP LLC (“Plains”) appreciates the opportunity to participate
in the Commission’s discussions regarding Pioneer Natural Resources USA, Inc. and Parsley
Energy Inc.’s Motion to Determine Reasonable Market Demand for Oil in the State of Texas. I
am President and Chief Commercial Officer of Plains, a midstream company engaged in the
transportation, storage, terminaling, and marketing of crude oil in North America. We operate
over 18,000 miles of pipelines in North America with tariff volumes of approximately 6.8
million barrels per day in 2019, including over 4.6 million barrels per day of tariff volumes in the
Permian Basin. In addition we operate crude oil storage and terminal assets in many of the major
crude oil trading hubs, including terminals located in Cushing, OK and Midland, TX, where we
have approximately 25.7 million barrels and 2.6 million barrels of crude oil storage capacity,
respectively. In addition, through our operating subsidiary Plains Marketing, L.P., we purchase
approximately 900,000 barrels per day of production in the Permian Basin.
As a result, we believe we are well positioned to provide an industry participant’s
perspective on the current market conditions in the Permian Basin and United States and the
potential impact to crude oil flows in the U.S. resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic.
In late March, it was clear that COVID-19 and the measures being undertaken to control
the spread of the virus were significantly impacting U.S. and worldwide demand for crude oil.
We estimated that U.S. refinery demand for crude oil would be reduced by 30% or more, an
approximate 5 million barrel per day decline. We also estimated that crude oil exports will likely

333 Clay Street, Suite 1600 (77002) ▪ P.O. Box 4648 ▪ Houston, Texas 77210-4648 ▪ (713) 646-4100

be reduced by a similar percentage, which represents an additional demand reduction of
approximately 1 million barrels per day. We believed that commercial storage would absorb the
imbalance for a period of time (mid-May by our estimates), but that at some point curtailments
of U.S. production would be required to balance the market.
Against this backdrop, we have been advising our producer customers to proactively
manage their exposure by taking steps to reduce or curtail production in a manner that was best
suited for their assets rather than waiting for storage capacity to be filled and being forced to
shut-in production. Accordingly, on March 24, 2020, Plains sent a letter/email to many of our
suppliers suggesting that they take proactive measures to limit their production (a copy of the
letter is attached). Some of the proactive measures we suggested producers could implement
quickly included deferring completions and where practicable, choking back production.
We believe that there will be production curtailments until U.S. refiners increase refinery
runs and their demand for crude oil supplies. I am available to speak to the Commission on
April 14, 2020 to provide further information regarding my views on the market factors and
conditions that support such belief.
Respectfully submitted,

Harry N. Pefanis
President and Chief Commercial Officer
Plains All American GP LLC

Enclosure: March 24, 2020 Plains Marketing, L.P. Communication
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April 8, 2020
The Honorable Wayne Christian
The Honorable Christi Craddick
The Honorable Ryan Sitton
Railroad Commission of Texas
P.O. Box 12967
Austin, Texas 78711-2967
Submitted via email to RRCconference@rrc.texas.gov.
RE: Comments by Public Citizen on Verified complaint of Pioneer Natural Resources U.S.A. Inc.
and Parsley Energy Inc to determine reasonable market demand for oil in the state of Texas
Public Citizen appreciates the opportunity to provide these comments. We would welcome the
opportunity to discuss our recommendations further. Please contact Texas office director Adrian Shelley
at ashelley@citizen.org, 713-702-8063.

I.

Current Market Forces Demand A Cut in Production

The Railroad Commission must act now to curtail production through proration. We join Environment
Texas and others in calling for proration to occur based on company waste through flaring and other
pollution emissions.
Proration to curtail oil production in Texas is now necessary due to current market forces. Texas and the
nation are experiencing historic surplus and low prices. Supply now exceeds demand and will continue to
do so for the foreseeable future. There are a number of reasons why.
a. Global supply surplus
There is a global supply surplus caused by an ongoing war for market share between Saudi Arabia and
Russia. Railroad Commissioner Ryan Sitton estimates a global market surplus of 10 to 15 percent,
roughly 10 to 15 million barrels/day.1
Petitioners assert that a production surplus could overwhelm the handling, processing, and storage
industries. This risk to certain industry participants is one reason petitioners ask for proration.
b. Global demand shortage
There is a global demand shortage being caused by the COVID-19 pandemic and resulting economic
slowdown. Commissioner Sitton estimates the decrease in demand at 5-10 million barrels/day.2

1

See https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2020-03-20/oil-price-war-is-u-s-s-chance-to-protect-freemarkets?sref=5F8Ao01j.
2
See https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2020-03-20/oil-price-war-is-u-s-s-chance-to-protect-freemarkets?sref=5F8Ao01j.

Some lifestyle changes that have occurred due to the pandemic response may be permanent. Teleworking,
online shopping, and virtual gatherings will increase in popularity. Commutes to work and for personal
reasons may decrease. Some physical offices and retail outlets may close permanently or operate only
online. Vehicle miles traveled may decrease or at least slow in their rate of growth. These factors could
permanently decrease demand for energy and especially fuel for vehicles.
c. The oil and gas industry is at risk
Petitioners assert that these market forces could destroy the Texas oil industry. They point to a significant
storage shortage in the United States3 and to recent requests by pipeline operators to curb production.4
Petitioners conclude:
Reflecting these global conditions, market demand for Texas oil is experiencing a massive collapse that
threatens to destroy the state’s oil industry. Many Texas oil producers very likely will be forced to abandon
current and planned production in this price environment. Many may not survive. Rig lay-downs and
employee layoffs already are ripping through the industry.

Tom Sanzillo of the Institute for Energy Economics and Financial Analysis points out in comments to the
commission dated April 7, 2020 that some of the pressures felt by the oil and gas industry today are not
new. Sanzillo cites (1) longterm market oversupply (including due to fracking in the U.S.) and (2) a
global deterioration in market cooperation led by OPEC.
II.

Energy Demand is Changing Forever

There is ample evidence that global demand for energy is changing forever, trending away from dirty
fossil fuel sources such as coal, oil, and gas and toward clean energy sources such as wind and solar,
bolstered by energy storage. Global demand is shifting irrevocably for a number of reasons, many
highlighted below.
a. COVID-19 Pandemic
The COVID-19 pandemic has led to orders across the nation to close nonessential businesses, limit
movement of people, and require people to stay at home. This has led to a dramatic decrease in energy
demand that will continue while the orders are in place.
The trajectory of the coronavirus pandemic is uncertain. Recurrent COVID-19 outbreaks or other similar
widespread public health crises would result in future demand slumps.
Finally, as explained above in section I.b, many of the changes in demand that have occurred as a result of
the COVID-19 pandemic crisis could lead to permanent lifestyle changes that reduce energy demand over
the long term.
b. Climate crisis
3

Petitioners citing https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/26/business/energy-environment/oil-storage.html;
https://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/pet_stoc_wstk_dcu_nus_w.htm.
4
Petitioners citing https://finance.yahoo.com/news/pipelines-ask-u-oil-drillers-174638410.html.

As the climate crisis is worsens, public concern and demand for action is growing. Personal lifestyle
adjustments made during the coronavirus pandemic will likely continue among many people who make
lifestyle decisions designed to limit their own personal contribution to the climate crisis.
Climate action is becoming very politically popular. Texas’ oil and gas industry—and its market
regulators—should manage this crisis and the following recovery in a way that anticipates the global
economic shift that global climate action is precipitating.
c. Electric vehicles
Electric vehicles are beginning to capture the attention of the mainstream market. Demand is impacted
today by concerns about the access to charging, available vehicle types and up-front price. However, even
with low oil prices, electric vehicles’ total cost of ownership is less than most conventional internal
combustion engine vehicles. By 2023 EVs will be cheaper than fossil fueled cars and efforts to expand
charging infrastructure will be well into the implementation phase, mitigating concerns about range
anxiety. By 2023, over 200 models (including 10 pickup trucks) will be available on the market. Heavy
Duty Truck EVs cost 60-75% less to fuel and the freight industry—led by large fleet owners—will soon
undertake a mass transition to electric trucks. Cities, transit agencies, and even some large private fleet
owners are already transitioning their fleets to all electric vehicles.
d. Clean energy and battery storage
As the oil and gas industry suffers mightily during the current crisis, the renewable energy industry
continues to gain ground.5 The reliability of the renewable energy industry prompted the Wall Street
Journal to describe wind and solar farms as a “haven” during the coronavirus pandemic.6 Just as electric
vehicles will reduce demand for fuel, renewable energy coupled with battery storage will suppress
demand for fossil electricity generation.
In his comments, Mr. Sanzillo puts it plainly, “fossil fuels will be a less desirable investment opportunity
post-recession for utilities than renewable energy.”7 Oil and gas producers must face this reality. Their
industry may rebound after the present crisis, but in the long term fossil fuels will continue to lose market
share until they become obsolete and are almost completely replaced. The Railroad Commission and the
industry must be mindful of this reality in their response to this crisis.

III.

The Market is Creating Waste and the Commission Must Act
a. Market forces are creating waste

5

See, e.g., https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/07/business/energy-environment/coronavirus-oil-wind-solarenergy.html.
6
See https://www.wsj.com/articles/wind-solar-farms-are-seen-as-havens-in-coronavirus-storm-11585656003.
7
Comments of Tom Sanzillo at p.5 (citing IHS Markit and National Journal, Coronavirus Crisis: Could Fuel Move to
Renewable Energy? April 6, 2020).

Texas defines “waste” to includes the “production of oil in excess of transportation or market facilities or
reasonable market demand.”8 As explained above, waste is now occurring in Texas as a result of global
and local market forces. Commissioner Sitton asserts that a global surplus of 1.5 billion bbl/day could
arrive within months and “far exceed available storage[.]”9 In the United States, a global surplus could
depress production from 13 million bbl/day to 5-6 million bbl/day within a few years.10
b. Existing Commission practices create waste
Longstanding practices by the Railroad Commission also create waste. The Commission is in the habit of
granting thousands of exceptions to Rule 32, which is designed to prevent wasteful flaring of natural gas.
Over the last seven years, 27,000 requests for flaring exceptions have been asked for and granted.11 Last
November, Williams MLP Operating, LLC and Mockingbird Midstream Gas Services, LLC petitioned
the Railroad Commission not to grant wasteful flaring exceptions.12
Estimates of waste through flaring vary. The EPA estimated methane leaks nationwide between 20122018 at 8 million metric tons. The Environmental Defense Fund conducted a detailed study that estimated
this figure at 13 million metric tons—60% more than EPA’s estimate.13
Whatever the true number, it is apparent that waste is rampant in the oil and gas drilling industry. Now
the industry is threatened by major shifts in supply and demand. This would seem to be an excellent time
for the Commission to increase industry efficiency (and profitability) by eliminating waste. For this
reason, we agree with the strategy (below) of curtailing production based on a company’s history of waste
through flaring and other wasteful pollution.
c. The Commission must act to curtail production
Petitioners requested a market demand hearing which the Commission has scheduled for April 14. If the
Commission determines that waste is occurring, it is required to act. Specifically, “If the commission
finds at the hearing that waste is taking place or is reasonably imminent, it shall adopt a rule or order in
the manner provided by law as it considers reasonably required to correct, prevent, or lessen the waste.”14
d. Cutting production through proration is a proven strategy

8

Natural Resources Code § 85.046(a)(10).
See https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2020-03-20/oil-price-war-is-u-s-s-chance-to-protect-freemarkets?sref=5F8Ao01j.
10
See https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2020-03-20/oil-price-war-is-u-s-s-chance-to-protect-freemarkets?sref=5F8Ao01j.
11
See Rebecca Elliott, Texas Showdown Flares Up Over Natural Gas Waste, WALL ST. J. (July 17, 2019) ; see
also, Flaring Regulation, Railroad Commission of Texas, available at https://www.rrc.state.tx.us/aboutus/resourcecenter/faqs/oil-gas-faqs/faq-flaring-regulation/ (showing that from Fiscal Year 2013 through Fiscal Year 2019, the
Commission approved over 35,000 total venting and flaring permits).
12
See https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/6566801/Williams-RRC-Lawsuit-112019.pdf.
13
See https://www.edf.org/climate/methane-studies.
14
Natural Resources Code § 85.051.
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Commissioner Sitton asserts that Texas could cut production by 10%.15 If Saudi Arabia and Russia follow
along, Sitton says this would “return the market to pre-crisis levels.”16
The Commission last used its proration authority in 1973. Past success shows that proration can
effectively modulate production and stabilize prices in times of surplus. Proration is also a fair means to
allocate available business among market participants (although, as we describe below, we believe that a
company’s flaring record should also factor in to their allocation.) Finally, it will assuage lenders and
potentially limit bankruptcies among vulnerable companies.

IV.

More Public Participation Opportunities are Needed

Attorneys for petitioners have requested waiver of certain public notice requirements on the grounds that,
“imminent peril to the public health, safety, or welfare requires adoption of the rule on fewer than 30
days’ notice.”17 The COVID-19 pandemic clearly meets this definition and the Governor has suspended
certain open meeting requirements during the state‘s response.
Petitioners, however, have not demonstrated how the market pressures that prompted their petition
present an imminent peril to public health, safety, or welfare. As commenters, we are concerned about the
limited opportunity to provide written and oral comment. We suggest the extension of the written
comment period and additional opportunities for oral comment through telephony. This additional public
process could occur in accordance with the Governor’s telework order, provide more opportunity for
essential public input, and present no additional risk to public health, safety, or welfare.

V.

Conclusion

Public Citizen urges the Railroad Commission to use its authority to curb oil and gas production through
proration. We further urge the commission to take this opportunity to reevaluate Texas’s role as a global
fossil fuel producer in light of permanent shifts in global demand. We agree with the conclusion of Mr.
Sanzillo of IEEFA that the Railroad Commission should adopt production cuts.
We joined many of our allies in signing a letter submitted today by Luke Metzger of Environment Texas
to the Commissioners with the subject, “RE: Verified complaint of Pioneer Natural Resources U.S.A. Inc.
and Parsley Energy Inc to determine reasonable market demand for oil in the state of Texas.” We affirm
this letter in full and its recommendation that oil production be curtailed in accordance with company
flaring records.

15

https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2020-03-20/oil-price-war-is-u-s-s-chance-to-protect-freemarkets?sref=5F8Ao01j
16
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2020-03-20/oil-price-war-is-u-s-s-chance-to-protect-freemarkets?sref=5F8Ao01j
17
See https://bakerbotts.com/insights/publications/2020/march/oil-prorationing-in-the-spotlight-at-texas-railroadcommission.

Again, we appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments. We would like to request that either Mr.
Shelley or Mr. Smith be invited to provide oral comments as well. If you wish to discuss this request or
the issues raised in our comments, please contact Adrian Shelley at ashelley@citizen.org, 713-702-8063.

Respectfully,

Adrian Shelley
Director, Public Citizen’s Texas Office
Tom “Smitty” Smith
Special Projects Director

1212 New York Ave. N.W.
Suite 900
Washington, D.C. 20005
202-525-5717

Free Markets. Real Solutions.
www.rstreet.org

Comments of the R Street Institute Before the Railroad Commission of Texas
Devin Hartman, Director, Energy and Environmental Policy, R Street Institute
Josiah Neeley, Texas Director, R Street Institute
April 14, 2020
IN RE: MOTION FOR COMMISSION CALLED HEARING ON THE VERIFIED COMPLAINT OF PIONEER
NATURAL RESOURCES U.S.A. INC. AND PARSLEY ENERGY INC. TO DETERMINE REASONABLE MARKET
DEMAND FOR OIL IN THE STATE OF TEXAS
The Railroad Commission of Texas (“Commission”) invites written comments ahead of a conference on
April 14, 2020 on a compliant to determine reasonable market demand for oil in Texas. These comments
provide the overarching view of the R Street Institute—a nonprofit, nonpartisan public policy research
organization headquartered in Washington, D.C. with an office in Texas. The R Street Institute offers its
research capabilities and expertise to assist the Commission and its stakeholders in this endeavor,
including participating in the April 14, 2020 conference.
As a general rule, oil production quotas are very inefficient economic policy. Curtailing oil production
would be a strategic blunder, impose unnecessary costs, distort competitive relationships and
undermine economic productivity and risk management. Paradoxically, it would leave Texans and the
United States more vulnerable to future oil price shocks.
This is not an abstract, ideological position. The empirical track record of oil price and quantity controls
is abhorrent. They are used pervasively in public policy and energy economics coursework as examples
of government failure from scholars across the political spectrum. 1 On the other hand, these sources
cite policymakers’ commitment to economic deregulation of the oil and gas industry and reluctance to
impose new regulations as major policy successes. 2
The oil industry has successfully endured numerous supply- and demand-side shocks since the
Commission last prorated production in 1973. The most recent oil price collapse occurred in 2014.

E.g., see a joint report by the American Enterprise Institute and Brookings Institution by Clifford Winston,
“Government Failure versus Market Failure: Microeconomics Policy Research and Government Performance,” AEIBrookings Joint Center for Regulatory Studies, 2006, p. 4. https://www.brookings.edu/wpcontent/uploads/2016/06/20061003.pdf.
2
Winston, 2006, p. 95. https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/20061003.pdf.
1

Prices plummeted below what the expert community believed to be the breakeven range for U.S. tight
oil projects—between $60/bbl to $90/bbl. 3 American producers, facing tight or negative margins,
responded by innovating aggressively. This drove the breakeven point down almost 40 percent
from 2014 to 2019. 4 The resilience of American producers to maintain higher-than-expected output
levels, driven by productivity gains and cost reductions, caught OPEC by surprise. 5 It now stands as a
remarkable case study of the benefits of policymakers letting markets work.
The R Street Institute insists that, with this context in mind, policymakers not underestimate American
ingenuity and focus instead on circumstances that drive productivity and encourage proper risk
management. 6 Curtailing oil production undermines productivity by penalizing the most efficient
producers and rewarding less efficient ones. Market incentives motivate firms to manage risk efficiently,
whereas quotas undermine risk management and leave the industry more vulnerable to shocks in the
future. Markets will ultimately reward firms who better manage their balance sheets, incur debt
responsibly and hedge their positions appropriately.
Production quotas do not remedy any market failure and, historically, reflect regulators’ lack of
information in determining an efficient allocation of resources. Price signals are much better suited for
the task. The Commission should not repeat the mistakes of the Alberta provincial government, which
intervened in the market in 2018 to force Canadian companies to curtail production. The unintended
consequences of the move included U.S. refiners indicating a shift away from artificially costly Canadian
crude, 7 which harmed economic activity in both countries.
The Commission should rely on evidence and resist the temptation to artificially stabilize an industry,
which naturally seems attractive during market turmoil. But highly uncertain and volatile market
fundamentals are exactly the conditions under which markets outperform central planning the most. In
this case, the information asymmetry between regulators and market participants is greatest during
these periods, which is why the best way to organize industrial activity is to leave it to the judgment of
the many, not the few.
Finally, the Commission should be mindful of the larger strategic ramifications of its actions. The pursuit
of an “explicit cartelization” of oil markets would position the U.S. as an “implicit member of OPEC.” 8
The R Street Institute stresses that the Commission instead propel what has made the U.S. oil industry
the global innovative leader: a competitive, free-enterprise system.
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5
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html.
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Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Devin Hartman
Devin Hartman
Director, Energy and Environmental Policy
R Street Institute
1212 New York Ave. N.W., Suite 900
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 525-5717
dhartman@rstreet.org
/s/ Josiah Neeley
Texas Director
R Street Institute
8716 Escabosa Dr.
Austin, TX 78748
(512) 415-2012
jneeley@rstreet.org

Texas has always been a global leader in energy and with this important step you can help ensure we
remain at the forefront in not only production, but also in being a thought leader on issues impacting our
international market. Thank you for your serious consideration of this vital matter to our state’s economy
and our national security.
Sincerely,

Randy Foutch
Randy@rafoutch.com
1820 East 32 Street
Tulsa, OK. 74105
918 625 9580
I am on the boards of one E&P company and one oil and gas service company with significant operations
in Texas. I also provide consulting services to the investment community including one with significant
investments in Texas. I also have personal investments in oil and gas.   I am sending this letter as a very
interested individual and investor.

